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The creation of large magnetic fields is a necessary component in many technologies, ranging from
magnetic resonance imaging, electric motors and generators, and magnetic hard disk drives in
information storage. This is typically done by inserting a ferromagnetic pole piece with a large
magnetisation density MS in a solenoid. In addition to large MS, it is usually required or desired
that the ferromagnet is magnetically soft and has a Curie temperature well above the operating
temperature of the device. A variety of ferromagnetic materials are currently in use, ranging from
FeCo alloys in, for example, hard disk drives, to rare earth metals operating at cryogenic
temperatures in superconducting solenoids. These latter can exceed the limit on MS for transition
metal alloys given by the Slater-Pauling curve. This article reviews different materials and concepts
in use or proposed for technological applications that require a largeMS, with an emphasis on nano-
scale material systems, such as thin and ultra-thin films. Attention is also paid to other requirements
or properties, such as the Curie temperature and magnetic softness. In a final summary, we evaluate
the actual applicability of the discussed materials for use as pole tips in electromagnets, in particu-
lar, in nanoscale magnetic hard disk drive read-write heads; the technological advancement of the
latter has been a very strong driving force in the development of the field of nanomagnetism.
VC 2016 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4941311]
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I. INTRODUCTION
Magnetism is a particularly striking physical phenom-
enon and has fascinated humanity since its discovery. Its
utility in applications has impacted and been beneficial to,
arguably, all facets of our society to date. For the over-
whelming period of time that we have used magnetic phe-
nomena, the implementation has been macroscopic, at least
down to bulk engineering dimensions. However, the last two
decades have seen the emergence of its implementation and
the use in a whole host of sub-microscale concepts, devices,
and applications. The most striking, for its impact upon our
society and the information age, is in data storage. The over-
whelming means of local and increasingly remote storage of
digital information is through the hard disk drive (HDD). A
HDD uses magnetism in the writing, the storage, and
retrieval of the binary digital information sent to it. In 2014,
some 564" 106 HDDs were supplied and provided 540
Exabytes of storage capacity.5 The growth in areal density,
the term used to define the quantity of information encoded,
has followed its own “Moore’s Law” for many years. By
2015, this has resulted in some astonishing physics, materi-
als, and engineering achievements: a “bit” of information is
comprised of less than 50 sub-10 nm diameter grains of mag-
netic media, the “write pole” that encodes the written bit
uses material close to the Slater-Pauling limit for magnetisa-
tion while having critical dimensions less than 40 nm and
being uniquely shaped in three dimensions and the “reader”
uses a complicated multilayer array of normal metals,
oxides, ferromagnetic (FM), antiferromagnetic (AFM) cou-
pling, and permanent magnets to exploit quantum effects in
tunnelling magnetoresistance in an element around 30 nm
thick and 30 nm wide. The writer and reader are integrated
into a single component, the read-write head, which in total-
ity operates in the upper MHz frequency regime while
“flying” a few nanometres above the recording disk surface
whilst travelling at #50m s$1.
Driven by the current slowdown of the annual increase
in storage capacity of HDDs, the storage community is
forced to turn to entirely new concepts to boost areal
density.6 Besides technically very difficult and expensive
bit-patterned media (BPM), heat-assisted magnetic recording
(HAMR) is believed to be the most promising candidate for
the next generation of HDDs. HAMR was proposed as early
as 2001 (Refs. 7 and 8) and under serious consideration
shortly thereafter.9–11 Although it was first demonstrated in a
prototype by Seagate Technology already in 2008,12 initial
predictions on the availability of a commercial product in the
beginning of this decade as depicted in Fig. 1 have not come
true. In fact, recent predictions foretell an introduction of
FIG. 1. Development of the HDD pole
piece material with high saturation
magnetisation over time. The Slater-
Pauling limit gives the upper known
saturation magnetisationMS of any bulk
magnetic material at room temperature,
known to date, with l0MS¼ 2.45T for
Fe65–70Co35–30 binary alloys. Although
HAMR could be successful in circum-
venting the need for higher magnetisa-
tions in pole tips, technical difficulties
have delayed its introduction in com-
mercial HDDs. The MS data is based on
reviews by Buschow and Boer,1
Kryder,2 Cooper et al.,3 and Noma
et al.4
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commercial HDDs featuring HAMR not earlier than 2017.13
The main obstacle for successful operation is an issue with
the reliability of these laser-driven drives.14 The light deliv-
ery poses the most serious challenge because focussing the
heat to the required nanometre spot size by means of a near-
field transducer featuring a plasmonic resonator15 inevitably
leads to high losses.16 Those in turn cause material degrada-
tion (particularly of the lubricant on the surface of the
recording medium17) and eventually result in total device
failure.18
The last major breakthrough in HDD technology was
the transition from longitudinal magnetic recording (LMR)
to perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR),19 as depicted in
Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), respectively. The perpendicular orienta-
tion of the magnetic grains in the recording medium allowed
smaller bit feature size, at an increased particle volume
which improved thermal stability. With fundamental changes
in the device design, such as the introduction of the single-
pole write head, the write pole moved closer to the recording
medium and, rather than using the fringing field of a dual-
pole write head as in LMR, the direct stray field in the air
gap of this nanodimensional electromagnet could now be
used for switching the magnetic bits. Both did significantly
boost the available write-field strength20 and therefore
enabled the use of even harder CoCrPt recording medium,
consisting of smaller grains of higher coercivity, eventually
leading to an increased areal density.21
However, conventional PMR has nearly reached its limit
and present day predictions do not go far beyond an areal
density of 1 T bit per square-inch.22,23 What appears to be a
fundamental limitation is best described by the “trilemma”,
where the three main contributors to areal density are in
competition: write-ability, read-ability, and thermal stabil-
ity.24 Addressing one of the three leads to the problems with
the other two. For instance, to assure long-term thermal sta-
bility, the recording medium needs to have high coercivity
and decent saturation magnetization (i.e., squareness). This
is particularly important since the read-ability requires the
media to consist of smallest possible grains (for sharper bit
transitions and a better signal-to-noise ratio), which would
suffer from superparamagnetism (SPM) if the recording
medium would not have high enough coercivity. This high-
anisotropy recording material however would require a very
tightly focused write field of sufficiently large strength to
overcome the media coercivity for flipping the magnetisation
of the grains. But the write field strength is limited by the
geometry of the head-media ensemble and ultimately by the
write pole tip’s saturation magnetisation.20
Recently introduced shingled recording, where adjacent
recording tracks on the media platter are overlayed, eases the
geometrical requirements of the write pole as its tip surface
area can be bigger than the actual bit feature size.25 However,
this comes at the expense of write speed and so far only
yields an areal density improvement of about 25% and is
expected to level at an areal density of 1.5 T bit per square-
inch. The combination with a two-dimensional readout was
suggested,26 but has not been introduced in a commercial
product yet. He-filled HDD chassis with improved thermal
properties do not address any of the above issues, but simply
allow for more platters in one hard drive, thus increasing the
storage capacity27 while sacrificing reliability (the He is
inevitably leaking from the HDD chassis and thus the device
performance decreases over the years).
In the light of these fundamental limitations, it is worth
looking at alternatives. Perhaps the most obvious one
addresses the fundamental limitation of the saturation mag-
netisation of the write pole tip. For more than 20 years, FeCo
alloys were the material of choice as depicted in Fig. 1, for
they combine an outstandingly large saturation magnetisa-
tion MS with high Curie temperature TC, while being
magnetically soft, assuring steady device operation and high
writing speed. No other bulk material was ever found which
could compete with high-moment FeCo alloys at room tem-
perature. But does this mean there are no alternatives?
Probably the most exotic of all new hard drive concepts
was patented by Seagate Technology in 2006:29 thermo-
electrically cooled write pole tips made from ultra-high mag-
netic moment rare earth (RE) metals rather than Fe-based
transition metals (TMs). This is one possible material class
with larger magnetic moment than FeCo, which received
comparatively little attention but that could potentially
improve the HDD performance by increasing the write-field
strength and hence breaking the trilemma. Important prereq-
uisites are a sufficiently cooled pole tip, which is kept in an
inert atmosphere such as He, to prevent the highly reactive
REs from degrading.
This article reviews possible material candidates for
high-saturation-magnetisation applications. The focus here is
FIG. 2. Operating principles of (a) longitudinal magnetic recording (LMR)
and (b) perpendicular magnetic recording (PMR). Graphs (a) and (b) are
reproduced with permission from Wood et al., White Paper. Copyright 2007
Hitachi Global Storage Technology.28
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primarily for use in magnetic recording write poles, and also
for use in other electromagnets such as in superconducting
solenoids for creation of giant magnetic fields, operating at
cryogenic temperatures. The development of FeCo is pre-
sented as a starting point and a reference, followed by other
high-moment TMs, heavy RE metals for use at cryogenic
temperature, and combinations of the two in form of alloys
and thin-film laminates. The latter are particularly relevant
because continuous and ongoing reduction in device dimen-
sions paves the way for potentially promising high-moment
material systems such as ultrathin films and nanoclusters,
both of which are included in this review. Although write
pole dimensions are presently already in the nanometre re-
gime,30 they are still big enough to have magnetic properties
be comparable to bulk systems. Finite-size effects such as
epitaxial strain and granularity, however, were shown often
to reduce magnetic moments; hence, we will indicate if mag-
netic properties are different between thin film (t% 100 nm)
samples and bulk samples, in cases where data is available.
With crystal structure being of pivotal importance to the
magnetic properties, the article includes a brief review of
thin-film fabrication techniques and their applicability to cre-
ate high-moment materials. Different ways to specifically
cool down solid micro- and nanostructures to cryogenic tem-
peratures are briefly reviewed in Section IG.
A. Magnetic moment and saturation magnetisation
The saturation magnetisation (MS) of a magnetic
material is the upper limit of its magnetisation M, i.e., its
capability to be polarised by an external magnetic field H and
thus contributing to the overall flux density: B¼l0(HþM).
For convenience, we chose to give the magnetisation through-
out this study as the magnetic polarisation l0M whose unit
is Tesla (for comparison and conversion to CGS unit, see
Ref. 31; see also Ref. 1 in Ref. 32; a rule of thumb for
converting magnetic polarisations from CGS to SI is:
800 emu/cm3# 1T).
Only FM materials do have a large positive magnetisa-
tion and saturate mostly already in moderate magnetic fields.
The contribution of their magnetisation to the overall flux
density can be drastic: in a Cu solenoid operating at room
temperature the flux density without insertion of a soft Fe
core is only a couple of milli-Tesla, but can be as high as
#2T due to the magnetisation of the Fe.33 In contrast to the
FM case, paramagnetic (PM) materials only show a moder-
ate increase in magnetisation with applied field, AFM ones
remain (nearly) neutral, and diamagnetic (DM) ones polarise
negatively. The strongly temperature-dependent positive
polarisability of ferrimagnetic (FIM) materials is dependent
on the alloy composition but cannot reach FM quality.34
Permeability, defined as l ¼ BH, is a common measure for
describing how a given material amplifies or reduces an
externally applied field H.
Although a classic-macroscopic description of the
magnetic polarisability l0MS¼ JS is completely sufficient
for understanding the working principle of a Cu solenoid, the
quantum-mechanical-microscopic picture has to be consid-
ered for more sophisticated material design. In the case of
(soft) FM materials, there is a veritable jump in the magnet-
isation—from zero to saturation—as a result of the align-
ment of the spontaneous magnetic moments in the
direction of the applied magnetic field. These are the mag-
netic moments (l) of individual atoms whose sum yields
the total magnetic moment (m) as depicted in Fig. 3.
Magnetisation is the total magnetic moment per unit volume.
Although in a ferromagnet exchange coupling between adja-
cent atoms promotes collinear alignment of their spontane-
ous magnetic moments, any macroscopically large (soft) FM
material breaks down into smaller microscopic domains with
opposing magnetisation if no external field is applied, in an
effort to minimise the total internal energy. The external field
which is required to saturate an FM specimen depends on its
orientation with respect to the preferred magnetisation direc-
tion of the sample, its easy axis. This direction of easiest
polarisability is determined by the magnetic anisotropy
of the magnetic material, which in turn is dependent on the
material class, crystal structure, and morphology.
In the quantum-mechanical picture, individual magnetic
moments are a result of the total angular momentum J of
unpaired electrons on the outer shells of the atom. The total
angular momentum consists of two components: J¼ Lþ S,
where L is the orbital momentum and S the spin momentum.
Depending on the material class, i.e., the atomic structure,
the contributions of L and S to J are different. This impacts
on the overall magnetic moment, and also on other intrinsic
magnetic properties like softness, which generally suffers for
larger L contributions due to larger magneto-crystalline
anisotropy.
Only certain pure elements in the periodic table fulfil
the requirement of unpaired “magnetic electrons” in an
incomplete d or f shell. Those elements can be divided into
four material classes: the iron group (3d), the lanthanide
group (4f), the platinum group (5d), and the actinide group
(5f).34 In the applied context, only two of these FM material
classes are relevant: 3d TMs and 4f heavy REs, whereas 3d
FIG. 3. Depiction of an Fe4N unit cell with numbers indicating the magnetic
moments of the individual atoms. While N is DM and therefore only being
weakly negatively polarised, the Fe atoms order FM and thus have a large
positive moment. Depending on their position in the unit cell, they are either
weak or strong ferromagnets due to charge transfer and thus have a lower or
higher moment, respectively. The total sum of all moments within the unit
cell is m0¼ 8.88lBfu$1 which corresponds to a magnetic polarisation of
l0MS¼ 1.89 T. Values for the atomic moments are taken from Ref. 35.
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and 4f refer to the electron orbit which carries the majority
of the magnetic moment. Where for TMs the vast majority
of the magnetic moment comes from the spin contribution,
making them inherently soft, for REs the orbital contribution
cannot be neglected (except for Gd) and causes particularly
polycrystalline specimen to exhibit huge coercivities in the
ferromagnetic regime. Other materials such as Pt, Pd, Ru, Rh
(of the platinum group), and Sc are considered near-
ferromagnets since they nearly fulfil the Stoner criterion and
readily develop a spontaneous magnetic moment in close
proximity to other magnetic atoms in alloys and multilayered
thin films or at interfaces in general (see Section I C).
For further reading on the fundamentals of magnetism,
we recommend the textbooks by Blundell36 and Getzlaff.37
A very accessible introduction to magnetism, specifically
written for applied scientists and engineers, is the textbook
by Cullity and Graham33 and Coey’s standard volume35
serves the more experienced researcher.
B. A brief introduction to first-principle based
computational techniques: Density Functional
Theory (DFT)
Modern computational techniques, coupled with the
advance in computer hardware, have enabled remarkably
accurate modeling and prediction of magnetic moments and
magnetisation densities of magnetic materials. Because mag-
netism is inherently a quantum mechanical phenomenon,
predictive models must necessarily be based on quantum
mechanics. The theoretical framework used in first-principle
based computational modeling of magnetic materials is,
almost without exception, DFT. We note that the terminol-
ogy “first-principle based” means that there are no adjustable
parameters in the theory—the only input are fundamental
properties of atoms and electrons.
The idea and fundamental principle behind DFT is that
the (electron) density can be used as the independent variable
from which all other properties can be derived or obtained.
This is enormously important from a computational point of
view: using density as the independent variable one works
with a single scalar variable in three dimensions rather than
N quantum mechanical objects, where N is the number of
electrons in the problem. DFT is based on the Hohenberg-
Kohn theorem,38 the essence of which is that the ground state
density of a system uniquely determines all properties of the
system. This lays the foundation for seeking the ground state
density as the strategy for solving quantum mechanical mate-
rials problems. The Hohenberg-Kohn theorem also says that
the kinetic energy and interaction energy (i.e., the energy
from the Coulomb interactions between electrons) of a sys-
tem of particles is a unique functional F[q] of the density q
that does not depend on whatever external potential to which
the system under consideration is subjected. [A functional is
a scalar variable that depends not only on the value of the
dependent variable (in this case density) at a single point but
also on the value of the dependent variable in all space. A
simple example of a functional of density is an integral
of density over all space.] Of course, most commonly, the
interacting particles are the electrons of a material and the
external potential is the potential from the atomic nuclei.
Finally, the Hohenberg-Kohn theorem provides a variational
principle that says that the energy
Eðv;NÞ ¼ F½q* þ
ð
vðrÞqðrÞ dr; (1)
where v(r) is the external potential, is minimised by the
ground state energy of N electrons.
The strategy is then to formulate an expression for the
energy as a functional of density and a computational
scheme to calculate the ground state density and energy.
This is what Kohn and Sham did in 1965.39 Kohn and Sham,
and also von Barth and Hedin,40 extended the original
Hohenberg-Kohn theorem and the computational strategy to
include spin densities, which is the foundation for all the
DFT calculations of magnetic systems. They constructed a
fictitious single-particle system such that it generates the
same ground state spin densities as the interacting system of
interest. If the ground state spin densities of the fictitious sys-
tem can be calculated accurately, and if the energy functional
for the interacting system is known accurately, then the
ground state energy of the interacting system can be calcu-
lated. The key features of the Kohn-Sham (KS) equations,
which are the equations that were generated by Kohn and
Sham, are that they look like the Schr€odinger equation for N
non-interacting electrons with a kinetic energy term, a classi-
cal Coulomb interaction, an interaction with the external
potential, and a final potential term, the so-called exchange-
correlation potential. This last one contains the bridge
between the energy of the non-interacting fictitious system
and the real interacting system and includes all quantum
mechanical effects beyond (single-particle) kinetic energy
and classical Hartree-Coulomb interactions, and this is where
all important approximations are made, and it is also the
source of inaccuracies and errors.
The first implementations of the KS equations were
based on the Local (Spin) Density Approximation (LDA or
LSDA). The idea was to approximate the exchange correla-
tion energy by a local function !xc(q", q#) of the spin-up and
spin-down electron densities q", q#. The value for !xc(q", q#)
is then obtained from a homogeneous electron gas with spin
densities q", q#, and the total exchange-correlation energy
Exc[(q", q#)] is calculated as
Exc½ðq"; q#Þ* ¼
ð
qðrÞ!xc½q"ðrÞ; q#ðrÞ* dr; (2)
with q(r)¼ q"(r)þq#(r). While the LSDA has been tremen-
dously successful, partly because it is simple and partly
because it is based on a real physical system (the uniform
electron gas), it also has shortcomings. It is well-known that
this approximation is not particularly good for materials
where electronic correlation effects become important, and
this includes in many cases TMs, especially TM oxides,
where the more localised 3d electrons are not well described
by the uniform electron gas approximation. Furthermore, the
LSDA notoriously under-estimates the electronic band gap
for semiconductors (SCs) and insulators. Nevertheless, the
LSDA is surprisingly accurate in determining the structure
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and magnetic properties (spin densities) of ferromagnetic
TMs.
The most common implementations of DFT currently
use an extension of the LSDA, the Generalised Gradient
Approximation (GGA) which, in addition to the local values
of the spin densities, includes gradient terms in the spin den-
sities.41 The GGA still underestimates band gaps and can
give dramatically incorrect results for correlated materials,
but it typically improves structures over the LSDA (the
LSDA tends to overbind materials with smaller interatomic
separations by 1% or so than measured in experiments, while
GGA tends to very slightly underbind). Also, of importance
for magnetic materials, the GGA typically gets the magnetic
moment and magnetisation density of TM ferromagnets to
within a few percent.
There are now plenty of high-performance computer
codes that implement DFT. Most modern codes now use
pseudopotentials instead of the bare potential of the atomic
nucleus stripped of all its electrons. The reason for this is
that pseudopotentials allow for much more efficient calcula-
tions. The core electrons, which do not take part in low-
energy processes near the Fermi energy, are excluded so
fewer electrons need to be included in the calculations. Also,
valence and conduction electron states have to be orthogonal
to core electrons. Therefore, if core electrons, which are
localised near the nucleus, are included, the valence and
conduction electron wavefunctions oscillate very rapidly
near the nucleus with the result that much higher spatial
(or energy) resolution is needed than if the core electrons
are excluded, in which case valence and conduction
wavefunctions can be much smoother near the nuclear
positions.
For heavier elements, spin-orbit coupling becomes
important, and the orbital moments of the electrons can give
appreciable contributions (both positive and negative) to
the total magnetic moment or magnetisation density, as
discussed earlier. Most codes now have options to use fully
relativistic pseudopotentials that include spin-orbit coupling.
An added complexity in these calculations is that the elec-
tronic states are now spinors and the spin density is not
necessarily collinear (only up- and down-spin components)
but is a full 2" 2 matrix.
C. Stoner criterion
The exchange interactions between electrons are respon-
sible for the emergence of ferromagnetism. Even if the
exchange interactions are not strong enough to cause a phase
transition from a PM state to a FM one, they can significantly
enhance the PM susceptibility. There is a mean-field theory
due to Stoner that expresses this in a simple way. The theory
starts by considering the occupancy ni,r of an electron of
spin r at a site i, and writing it as a sum of an average occu-
pancy hniri and a fluctuation dnir. For FM systems, the
theory then proceeds by assuming that the average hniri is
independent of the site i. This is a crucial assumption that
makes the theory tractable. Next, one substitutes nir ¼
hnriþ dni;r in expressions for the electron-electron interac-
tions, ignoring terms of second order and of higher
fluctuations. By using the relations between average electron
density q ¼ hn#iþ hn"i and average spin polarisation m ¼
hn"i$ hn#i one can then derive self-consistent equations for
the chemical potential l and the spin polarisation m. This





1$ U=Uc : (3)
Here, v0 is the Pauli susceptibility v0 ¼ l2BN ð!FÞ with lB
being the Bohr magneton and N ð!FÞ the density of states at
the Fermi energy; U is a parameter for the electron-electron
interaction strength, and Uc ¼ 2=N ð!FÞ. The quantity
1/(1$ I) in Eq. (3) is called the Stoner enhancement factor.
If I in Eq. (3) approaches or exceeds unity, the susceptibility
diverges, which signals the onset of spontaneous magnetisa-
tion, i.e., ferromagnetism. However, the susceptibility can be
enhanced appreciably over its Pauli value if I> 0 but still
remain smaller than unity, thus not fulfilling the Stoner crite-
rion. This is the case for elements such as Pd, Pt, Ru, Rh,
and Sc that are not FM but have an enhanced susceptibility
because of the Stoner enhancement.35 This is also the reason
that these elements develop appreciable moments in proxim-
ity to FM elements, such as Co or Fe.
D. High moment materials: The benchmark case
of the HDD write pole tip
Magnetic materials with large (saturation) magnetisation
are mainly used to amplify an existing magnetic field, with
the prime example being the common electromagnet. A sole-
noid wound from Cu wires generates a weak primary field
[Fig. 4(a)], but by insertion of a soft Fe core the flux density
is increased up to three orders of magnitude33 [Fig. 4(b)].
The desired output field Hag for writing on the recording
medium is generated in a small air gap dag of the Fe yoke.
FIG. 4. Solenoids with increasing magnetic field strength. (a) Simple sole-
noid in vacuum. (b) Solenoid with Fe core whose magnetisation contributes
to the overall flux. (c) Magnetic recording setup: the recording media is
placed within a small air gap in the Fe core and tapered pole pieces further
increase the flux density geometrically. (d) A soft underlayer (SUL) below
the recording media, magnetically mirroring the tapered pole piece (i.e., the
write pole tip in a HDD) allows for better flux confinement in the recording
layer and thus minimised gap distances of dag< 10 nm.
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To boost the output even further the air gap is confined by
tapered pole pieces, which allow for an increase of the flux
density by funelling the flux into a smaller cross-sectional
area [Fig. 4(c)]. The maximum output field Hmaxag is propor-
tional to the system’s maximum flux density42 Bmax and thus
largely determined by the magnetic properties of the pole
tips, particularly their magnetisation M in the field of the
solenoid H. The saturation magnetisation can therefore be
considered the bottleneck of the system: once the pole tips
saturate, i.e., are fully polarised, Hag reaches its maximum
value. In other words, to further increase Hag one has to find
a material with a larger MS (provided the external field is
enough to fully saturate).
These fundamental design considerations are also the
working principle behind the pole tip of a modern-day
HDD, with the dimensions of the pole tip being in the
nano-regime (see, for instance Refs. 24, 30, and 43–46).
Due to today’s unprecedented demand for cheap storage
space, in conjunction with outstanding research efforts,
the HDD write pole became somewhat of a role model for
pole piece development, both in terms of material design
and device integration by miniaturisation. This move to
nano-dimensional structures was not solely based on con-
siderations to increase the storage capacity by shrinking
the bit sizes and concomitantly the write pole cross-
sectional area, but unlike thin-film write heads, (ferrite)
dual-pole longitudinal write poles suffer from saturation
effects in the gap corners. To boost the flux density even
further, current HDD write heads utilise perpendicular re-
cording, in which the recorded bits in the recording layer
on the disk are magnetised perpendicularly to the plane of
the disk, and a single-pole design. This technological
advance was enabled by the implementation of a soft mag-
netic underlayer (SUL) beneath the recording layer, which
acts as the return path for the magnetic flux and hence
allows for a very compact device design [Figs. 2(b) and
4(d)]. With the air gap size thus being kept below 10 nm,
larger effective write fields of about l0Hag# 1.7 T can be
achieved [assuming pole tips from FeCo and a gap dis-
tance of about 10 nm (Ref. 35)]. Yet again, the need for
write pole materials with a larger saturation than the cur-
rently used FeCo has not ceased and the “trilemma” dic-
tates the problem: smaller bits ultimately necessitate
larger MS. This need would persist
47 even without using a
recording medium with increased HC: shrinking the bits
demands a larger MS for a well-confined Hag with large
field gradient to write sharp bits.20
The main requirements a high-moment pole piece mate-
rial needs to satisfy can be divided into primary magnetic
properties:
• TC + Top: A sufficiently high Curie point TC assures high
and stable MS at operating temperature Top (although
actively cooling the write pole might help to bypass this
requirement as for superconducting solenoids operating at
liquid He temperatures).
• High magnetisationM: A strong amplification of the exter-
nally applied field allows writing smaller bits, even if they
have a large coercivity.
• Large saturation magnetisation MS: The uppermost limit
of that amplification, setting the maximum value of the
flux, i.e., the write field.
and secondary magnetic properties:
• Softness, with the coercive field strength HC being the
quickly accessible quantity: Easing the requirements on
the primary field (as induced by the solenoid current).
• High initial permeability: Allowing for fast magnetisation
reversal and thus high operating frequency.
• Favourable magnetic anisotropy: Aiding the confinement of
the magnetic field and assuring lowest possible permeability.
• Small remnant fields: avoiding undesired writing events.
• Low magneto-striction: supporting a stable device opera-
tion and aiding softness.48
• Compatibility to adjacent materials: There is no benefit in
having a phenomenal write pole material in the lab which
cannot be integrated in an actual write head or which
looses its superior properties within a couple of hours due
to interdiffusion with its surrounding.
• Corrosion resistance for long-term stability.
The secondary properties are not of pivotal importance
but nevertheless need to be considered in the final device
design. For instance, if the source of the primary magnetic
field is only an air-cooled Cu solenoid, a particular high-
moment candidate with a low initial permeability and large
coercivity is hardly an option, since its magnetisation at the
available field strength might only be a fraction of its satura-
tion. This is especially a problem for next-generation HDDs
operating at GHz frequencies: with each writing event taking
only a few nanoseconds and less, a critical regime is reached
in which any polycrystalline (or nanostructured) FM material
experiences a drastic non-linear increase in coercivity.49
Thus, even moderately soft pole piece candidates might not
actually reach their saturation and deliver only insufficient
write field strength operating at or beyond their roll-off
frequency.
A possible way to bypass this issue might be a tiered
pole piece with a multi-stage flux concentrator, with the ini-
tal stage (after the yoke) being made of a soft high moment
material, such as FeCo, followed by the harder candidate (at
the air gap side), such as a00 Fe16N2.50 If the harder material
is an RE such as Dy, an exchange break needs to be inserted
to avoid antiparallel coupling of the soft initial stage TM and
the subsequent RE (see discussion in Section II G). This
exchange break could be as simple as an air gap or, for
instance, could be made from a suitable oxide or SC barrier
with decent crystal structure match. Alternatively, the write
pole tip itself could be heated prior to the writing event, in
order to make it softer to reduce the critical field required for
saturation. This process, however, is limited by the cooling
rate of the system and might require a sophisticated heat sink
design. Only when the pole tip returns to sufficiently low
temperatures again, the magnetic moment will be high
enough. This approach, of course, is hardly suitable for ther-
mally unstable materials such as a00 Fe16N2 and, if an inert
atmosphere cannot be guaranteed, also highly reactive RE
metals.
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E. Fabrication techniques suitable for the creation
of magnetic (ultra-) thin films and nanostructures
Throughout the review, much attention is paid to differ-
ent fabrication techniques, for they largely dictate the result-
ing layer structure and, therefore, also its magnetic
properties. Thin-film deposition techniques can in principle
be divided into four main classes: electroplating (also elec-
trochemical deposition or electrodeposition),51 electroless
(chemical) deposition,52 chemical vapour deposition
(CVD),53 and physical vapour deposition (PVD).54
1. Electroplating and electroless deposition
Historically, electroplating was the first technique to
become available and was broadly studied.55 Layer structure
can be controlled by deposition parameters such as tempera-
ture, applied current or voltage (including the possibility to
use pulses56), electrode geometry, and electrolyte composi-
tion—but layers will inevitably be polycrystalline resulting
in a comparatively high surface roughness.57 Inclusions in
the final film due to two stabilising agents in the solution
also often have undesired side-effects, but are a necessary
requirement. It was shown that the magnetic structure of
electroplated thin films can be influenced by applying a
magnetic field during the deposition process.58 Although
electrodeposition is comparatively cheap and easy to scale,
the limited control of layer properties on the nanoscale
makes it primarily a suitable choice for thicker magnetic
films in the micrometre regime. Electroplating poses a seri-
ous challenge when attempting to deposit pure RE metals
due to their very negative reduction potential.59–61 An excel-
lent review on structural and magnetic properties of electro-
plated TMs (the FeCoNi system plus various additives) for
use in write pole tips is given by Cooper et al.;3 see also Liu
and coworker.62
Electroless deposition follows the same principle of
chemical reduction of the to-be deposited material from a
precursor like electroplating, but the chemical reactions
occur without the need for additional electrons being pro-
vided by an electrical current.63 The obvious disadvantage
over electroplating is limited reaction speed and perhaps a
certain lack of control. The advantage, however, is the much
smoother profile of the final film because the method does
not suffer from “dog-boning”.64 The most suitable electro-
less plating method for ultra-thin layers is dip-coating.
Although its name might suggest otherwise, it is a high-end
method which, when conducted carefully, can coat a work-
piece with as little as a monolayer (ML) of material and is
also scalable. A large disadvantage is the occurrence of reac-
tion by-products, which end up as impurities in the final
layer and thus, as with electrodeposition, generally prevents
the creation of pure metallic thin films of epitaxial quality65
and limits dip-coating mostly to the creation of organic
monolayers. Besides self-triggered reactions, there is also
those being triggered by photon-energy in photodeposition
but there is no benefit over electrodeposition in terms of con-
trollability, scalability, or reaction speed nor does the method
allow for the creation of epitaxial thin metal films—although
the method has already been used in the creation of magnetic
recording material in the past.66
2. CVD
CVD processes so far only exist at the periphery of mag-
netic material fabrication, such as for creating the protective
overcoat from carbon for HDDs by plasma-enhanced
CVD.67 The term CVD hosts a variety of different processes,
all of which are based on a volatile precursor reacting on the
surface of the substrate. The technology has not found its
way into large-scale fabrication of magnetic thin films and,
since it has not shown significant advantages over well-
established PVD until now, it appears unlikely to ever rise to
importance. The absence of shadowing effects, i.e., a more
homogeneous profile of the deposited material, might be
considered a major advantage; however, inclusions of the
reaction by-products cause undesired defects which are a
major disadvantage, particularly when working with RE met-
als. Atomic layer deposition (ALD), as one of the most
prominent examples of CVD due to its outstanding level of
control over the chemical reaction at the substrate, has
already found its way into recording head fabrication, but
only for the creation of conformal layers of insulators Al2O3.
A lot of progress has been made in the synthesis of metallic
layers over the last 15 years, with ALD of TMs such as Ni
and Co (and Cu)68 and noble metals (NMs) such as Ru and
Pt69 being highly relevant to the field. The major disadvant-
age of ALD is the slow reaction speed, making it unsuitable
for the creation of layers which exceed a few nanometres, as
would be required for present day write pole tips. However,
when aiming for ultrathin films, ALD might be of interest
again, given the right precursors for the reaction can be
found and impurities in the final layer can be reduced to an
absolute minimum.
3. PVD
Plasma-supported sputtering deposition (often just
called sputtering) is currently the most broadly used thin-
film PVD technique, for it allows reliable and quick large-
scale fabrication of uniform layers of high quality.70,71 The
deposition rate can be controlled by changing the applied
power and the process gas pressure (mostly Ar). Strong per-
manent magnets often aid the plasma formation by increas-
ing the effective pathway of the electrons within the plasma,
referred to as magnetron sputtering. Using different operat-
ing modes, such as direct-current (DC) and radio-frequency
(RF), allows fine-tuning of the layer structure.72 The ability
to sputter from several targets at once (co-sputtering)—as
well as to inject different gases such as O2 or N2 for reactive
sputtering—enables the creation of a diverse range of
alloys, compounds, and laminates. Cooling the substrate dur-
ing deposition effectively reduces the crystallite size,
whereas heating the substrate was shown to be an effective
means to support the formation of the equilibrium phase and
to increase the crystallite size up to several microns. Similar
effects were achieved by supporting the layer formation by
scanning with a directed Ar beam across the substrate during
deposition, called ion-assisted sputter deposition.73 An
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additional degree of freedom is given by the angle of inci-
dence of the ablated target material with respect to the sub-
strate surface, which is used in oblique sputtering.74 And
in-situ field annealing has proven a most powerful tool in
manipulating the magnetic structure immediately during fab-
rication, often increasing softness and aiding in pre-defining
the magnetic easy axis.75
Alternatives which yield similar layer quality, but
which are less prominent, are for instance pulsed-laser dep-
osition (PLD), electron-beam deposition, ion-beam deposi-
tion, and thermal evaporation.76 PLD is broadly used in the
creation of high-uniformity oxide layers, where it can
exceed the quality of reactively plasma-sputtered films.
Electron-beam deposition is a highly directed deposition
method and thus allows for sharp edges, making it the
industry standard for delicate lithographic tasks, and it also
yields superior layer quality when compared to sputter
deposition due to the lower deposition speed. However, in
addition to the limited deposition speed scalability is also
hampered. In general, sputtering is deemed the best method
for the creation of high-quality pure metal layers with an
eye on profitability (i.e., scalability) since the introduction
of magnetrons, which greatly increased the deposition rate
while reducing the inclusions and layer defects to a
minimum.77
Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) might not be desirable
from a financial point of view, but considering the unrivalled
layer quality, industry might eventually be forced to reluc-
tantly follow a new paradigm.78 Only MBE-grown films of
FeN were shown to stabilise the high-moment a00 Fe16N2
phase79 and for ultra-thin films or laminates, which require
defect-free and atomically sharp interfaces, there is also no
other viable choice at present. Being used to deposit only
ultrathin layers and seeds, otherwise time-consuming MBE
could be integrated in existing high-yield PVD systems to
significantly improve layer quality.
4. Seed layers and strain engineering
The texture of any thin film is nowadays determined
and stabilised not only by the substrate but also by using
seed layers (and capping layers) with appropriate crystal
and electronic structure. The three most common crystal
structures among magnetic materials are body-centered
cubic (BCC), face-centered cubic (FCC), and hexagonal
close-packed (HCP), which (when deposited on an amor-
phous substrate) typically have a texture which allows for
the largest atomic density at the interface plane, i.e., (1 1 0),
(1 1 1), and (0 0 2), respectively. Not uncommonly, BCC
materials are strained, forming a body-centered tetragonal
(BCT) phase at the substrate interface with a more symmet-
ric atomic arrangement in the {1 1 0} plane, and HCP mate-
rials can develop a (1 1 1) textured FCC phase, since its
atomic order in the {1 1 1} plane is virtually identical to the
HCP {0 0 2} one—only the stacking order along the c-axis
differs.80 But by choosing the right set of seed materials
forming a stack beneath the magnetic layer (being deposited
under the right conditions) one can synthesise nearly any
material in a large variety of textures and versatile
crystallinity. Seed layers are also a powerful tool in adjust-
ing the interatomic spacing via epitaxial strain, inducing a
deliberate symmetry break in the crystal lattice thus chang-
ing the magneto-crystalline anisotropy or even the entire
magnetic ordering. Prominent examples for strain engineer-
ing are the growth of highly anisotropic L10 BCT phases of
CoPt and FePt alloys, proposed for future HAMR recording
media.47 However, finding the right seed stack composition
can be vastly time consuming and sensitively depends on
deposition method and parameters. In the special case of
magnetic materials, the choice of the right seed material is
also influenced by its compatibility with the magnetic
layer—their interaction at the seed interface heavily influ-
ences the overall magnetic properties. One example is Pd
seed layers: Pd increases the magnetic moment in adjacent
TMs, but has little to no influence on adjacent REs. Wrong
seed materials can even harm the magnetisation of a thin
film, by causing reduced or even completely suppressed
spontaneous magnetic moments in adjacent monolayers of
the magnetic material due to hybridisation—effectively
turning them into magnetically dead layers.
5. Concluding remarks
Regardless of the fabrication method, the stabilisation of
the right crystal phase with the desired ordering has always
been challenging. FeCo alloys are also the pole-piece indus-
try standard for the ability to control their crystallisation
well, but also the robustness of the magnetic moment, which
seems to change only marginally for different fabrication
techniques and resulting structures, nowadays optimised for
increased softness and low magnetostriction. Promising new
material candidates, such as ultra-thin TM films or TM-Pd
laminates (see Section II B), RE/IE/TM, and RE/Cr/TM
stacks (see Section II G 3) or a00 Fe16N2 (see Section II E),
however, tend to order in a way not beneficial to obtaining a
useful high moment, i.e., the crystallite orientation of the
thin film does support a magneto-crystalline anisotropy with
an out-of-plane easy axis. This makes them effectively
harder and contributes to undesired pole-erasure and cross-
talk of the write pole if its design is not changed, since pres-
ent day fabrication of the pole tip relies on the FeCo
thin film’s in-plane direction being the easy axis. An easy
implementation in current write heads of next-generation
high-moment materials, even if their high moment phases
are reliably stabilised, is therefore highly unlikely unless
their thin-film growth produces the right crystallite orienta-
tion or write head fabrication and design are adapted. Such a
high level of control over crystal formation is most likely
realised by MBE, however at the expense of scalability, and
certainly requires additional comprehensive studies on alter-
native substrates and seed layers. An overview of the most
important thin film fabrication techniques introduced in this
section is given in Table I, with an assessment of their suit-
ability for creating magnetic thin films—with magnetron
sputtering currently presenting the best trade-off between
layer quality and cost efficiency.
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F. Magnetometry: Measuring the magnetic moment
and magnetisation
Among a variety of different technologies to measure the
total magnetic moment of a sample two devices have prevailed
and are most commonly used in sample characterisation: the
Vibrating-Sample-Magnetometer (VSM) and the Super-
Conducting-Quantum-Interference-Device (SQUID). When
the element-specific magnetic moment of an individual atom
needs to be identified, X-ray Magnetic Circular Dichroism
(XMCD) is the superior, but demanding (and expensive!)
method of choice. Ferromagnetic resonance (FMR) cannot
compete with either of the other magnetometry methods when
investigating static magnetic moments, but is extremely useful
for high-frequency measurements.
1. Magnetometry techniques
The VSM is the workhorse of magnetometry: it is cheap,
quick, reliable, and reasonably accurate (Dm< 10$6emu
¼ 10$9 Am2). The sample is placed in the desired magnetic
field, which is created either by traditional Cu-based sole-
noids or by much stronger superconducting magnets, and the
holder is set in motion. The stray field of the sample is then
recorded by nearby pickup coils.81
The SQUID is mostly used for more delicate tasks
which require a higher accuracy (Dm< 10$8 emu¼ 10$ 11
Am2) at the expense of measuring time. At the heart of this
technology is a flux transformer operating a superconducting
ring with a Josephson junction. The sample’s strayfield is
recorded by pickup coils which thus couple the flux to the
ring, which in turn yields a voltage output.82,83
Any measurement of the total magnetic moment of a
bulk FM sample needs to be corrected for the demagnetising
field due to the shape of the body. Conveniently, in the case
of in-plane measurements of thin films the demag field is
zero and needs no consideration.
The XMCD requires a source of circularly polarised
tunable X-rays—a synchrotron—which makes it a less
accessible, high-end analysis but it allows for the identifica-
tion of the magnetic moment of atoms in individual mono-
layers with remarkable accuracy (Dl# 0.005lB). It might be
considered an indirect measurement technique, because not
the strayfield is measured, but the electronic structure is
identified by the help of X-ray absorption spectra. The differ-
ence in the absorption of left and right circularly polarised
X-ray radiation gives information on the spin and orbital
contribution to the total moment.84
Although much less accurate and thus not as wide-
spread, FMR is a common technique to determine the satu-
ration magnetisation of a thin film. It is limited to soft thin
films only, due to the penetration depth and field strength of
the electromagnetic RF excitation. On the plus side, it does
allow for a quick analysis of the (uniaxial and cubic) anisot-
ropy and has been proven to be a powerful tool when looking
at more delicate magnetic properties like those of spin
waves, exchange bias and damping.85,86
2. On the limits of magnetometry
Although measuring the total magnetic moment is now
considered a standard procedure and can be done with re-
markable precision with commercial equipment, accurately
determining the magnetisation of a thin film can be challeng-
ing. For determining the volume of thin films, one needs to
know the film thickness and surface roughness, which is
everything but trivial for ultra-thin films (of t< 5 nm):
neither transmission electron microscopy (TEM) imaging on
thin-film cross-sections nor X-ray reflectometry (XRR),
which are most commonly used, can guarantee accurate
thickness measurements below 2 nm, which becomes a prob-
lem in laminated thin films, too. Interdiffusion at interfaces
additionally complicates the identification of boundaries and
thus the accurate determination of layer volumes. Therefore,
instead of magnetisation often values of the total magnetic
moment per unit mass are given (see Ref. 1 in Ref. 32 for
comparison). This is undoubtedly an accurate measure, but
particularly in proximity to interfaces the crystal structure is
mostly not isotropic and different monolayers often have dif-
ferent lattice parameters or a different structure altogether,
which prevents an accurate derivation of the magnetisation.
An additional obstacle to precision is the existence of mag-
netically dead layers at certain interfaces— one or more
monolayers of magnetic material which lost their spontane-
ous magnetic moment due to hybridisation with a neighbour
of unbeneficial electronic structure.
Recalling the model case of an HDD write pole, one is
reminded that not only the magnetic moment is important
but also how much of it is actually available in a given exter-
nal field. In the highly dynamic case of GHz operation of
next-generation drives, the attention should turn to the
dynamic magnetisation rather than simply the quasi-static
one. A great deal of work has been done to understand the
dynamical behavior of a magnetic specimen by looking at its
permeability at high-frequency magnetic fields with various
FMR techniques.87 In general, one finds that ferromagnets
TABLE I. Assessment of different fabrication techniques for their potential in creating magnetic thin and ultra-thin films.
Fabrication technique Cost efficiency Scale-ability Yield Control-ability Layer quality
Electroplating þþþ þþ þþþ þ $
Electroless plating þþþ þþ $ $ $
Magnetron sputtering þþ þþþ þþþ þþþ þþ
Pulsed laser deposition þþ þþþ þþþ þþ þþ
Chemical vapour deposition þ þ þ þþ þþ
Atomic layer deposition $ þ $ þþþ þþ
Molecular beam epitaxy $ $ $ $ $ þþþ þþþ
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become harder and have lower (initial) permeability due to
damping effects slowing down the reversal of the magnetisa-
tion as described by the Landau-Lifschitz-Gilbert equation.88
But despite a satisfying theoretical description, the complex-
ity of magnetisation dynamics makes predictions quite diffi-
cult and demands case to case investigations of each material
under consideration. In addition, most of the experimental
methods are far from a commercial-grade development and
add large errorbars to each measured value.
All the above considerations need to be taken into
account when investigating future pole piece materials: they
need to stay sufficiently soft and thus keep their large mag-
netisation also in GHz operation, i.e., write cycles of only a
few nanoseconds and less, and should be thoroughly ana-
lysed for their dynamical behaviour best in a spin stand
which resembles the application case closest.89
G. Cooling solid nanostructures
The incentive to cool the pole pieces in electromagnets
is obvious: the magnetic moment of any FM material
becomes larger with reduced temperature because of reduced
thermally induced spin disorder (with the exception of FeRh,
see Section II B 3). This might not be relevant for bulk FeCo,
the high Curie temperature of which results in marginal
changes of the magnetisation in the range of 0<T, 300K,
but for systems of reduced dimensionality, like ultra-thin
films and nanoclusters, thermal effects are particularly pro-
nounced and effectively lower the Curie temperature—and
therefore also the possible operating temperature range—often
to below room temperature; for RE metals the Curie tempera-
ture is below 300K in the first place, limiting practical opera-
tions of them to cryogenic temperatures. In considering future
device integration of nanodimensional pole pieces, it is worth
looking at suitable cooling methods other than mechanical
refrigeration and cryogenic liquids and evaluating their cool-
ing potential.
As a guideline, we use the heat generation in a present-
day write pole during the writing process that brings the pole
piece to an operating temperature of up to Top# 80 -C within
a few microseconds. The reasons for this are the Cu coils
heating up when current runs through them, or effects such
as the increased pressure due to the air bearing of the record-
ing head assembly90,91 with concomitant increased friction.
In the HAMR heads, the temperature will likely be higher
due to additional heat from the plasmonic resonator and the
need for bringing the head in a thermal equilibrium prior to
the writing event.92
1. Magneto-caloric cooling
The magneto-caloric effect can be understood in terms
of an adiabatic change in temperature in magnetic materials
due to an applied field, and it is largest near the Curie tem-
perature, because close to the Curie temperature the ordering
force due to exchange interaction and the disordering force
due to thermal vibrations are approximately balanced.93 The
giant magneto-caloric effect occurs in materials where
magnetic and structural degrees of freedom are particularly
strongly coupled, which leads to magnetic phase transitions
accompanied by changes in crystal symmetry.94 With the
discovery of materials exhibiting a giant magneto-caloric
effect at room temperature, magneto-caloric cooling was
suggested for industrial applications. However, despite
intense research95 and recent progress in extending the tem-
perature working range of known magneto-caloric materials
such as Gd96 or the discovery of new cheaper and better
tunable compounds,97 there is yet no real application.98
However, the giant magneto-caloric effect has so far only
been suggested for bulk materials,99 and it might be more
suitable for nanostructures. A difficult task is the removal of
waste heat, e.g., by employing heat conducting fluids,100
which is not an option in HDDs.
Operated at room temperature, temperature differences
of about DT# 20K were achieved for Gd93 but only at field
strengths as high as l0H¼ 10 T. For more realistic fields of
only l0H¼ 2 T, which can potentially be generated by
strong permanent magnets, the temperature difference drops
to only DT# 7K.101 A tunable working range around room
temperature was shown for La0:7–XPrXSr0:3MnO3 mangan-
ites.102 The highest cooling powers were reported for Gd
spheres: P1¼ 100W (l0H1¼ 1.5 T) up to P2¼ 600W
(l0H2¼ 5.0 T) for temperature changes of DT1¼ 10K and
DT2¼ 20K, respectively.95 Low temperature differences, the
requirement of large applied magnetic fields, and device
integration issues, such as the removal of the waste heat,
pose a serious challenge and make it nearly impossible to
predict ad-hoc resulting cooling powers in real devices. The
magneto-caloric effect is comparatively slow, i.e., even
faster second-order magneto-caloric materials (such as Gd)
only work on the nanosecond scale, whereas the write pro-
cess happens in the sub-nanosecond regime.95 Overall, at the
moment this method of cooling appears to be rather unsuit-
able for application in an HDD.
2. Giant Peltier effect
It was found that the Peltier coefficient is larger in nano-
sized junctions with a current perpendicular-to-plane struc-
ture than similar macroscopic structures.103 For optimised
sub-micron Cu-Ni/Au junctions Sugihara et al.104 reported
enhancements of the Peltier cooling effect of 40 times over
what one would expect from similar materials in bulk struc-
tures. They reported a temperature drop of DT¼ 160K and
explained it in terms of a nanometre-scale phase separation in
the Cu-Ni layer. A surface cooling power of P# 100W/cm2
was calculated, which however would only correspond to an
effective cooling power of Peff# 2 nW for a write pole
setting.
More commonly, the giant Peltier effect is explained by
being part of the wider field of spin caloritronics,105 a
quickly growing research branch which treats the interaction
of spins with heat current in spintronic devices: conventional
electric-heat current interactions can be enhanced by directed
electron spin manipulation. In terms of applicability, the
giant Peltier effect is by far the most promising candidate
of all caloritronic effects for cooling nanostructures, but
unfortunately lacks additional experimental confirmation. In
their 2012 review article, Bauer et al.106 summarised: “If
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spin caloritronics is to become more than a scientific curios-
ity, the thermoelectric figures of merit should be increased.
(…) More materials research and device engineering, experi-
mental and theoretical, however, is clearly needed.”
Peltier devices in general are the solution of choice for
thermo-electric cooling, reaching cryogenic temperatures
and high cooling powers, but multistage Peltier elements are
simply too big and inefficient to be considered in cooling a
write pole tip in a commercial HDD.107
3. Field-emission or thermionic cooling
Field-emission or thermionic cooling work by removing
the “hottest” (most energetic) electrons from the surface of a
conductor at an insulator interface (preferably vacuum) by
applying an electric field, which is strong enough to increase
the tunnelling probability of those hot electrons and hence
draws them off the conductor, through the (nanometre-sized)
insulator, to a counter electrode.108 In 2007, Ng et al.109 sug-
gested the use of field-emission energy transfer in an HDD
write head design which transfers heat from the write pole to
the media. For a real system, operating with air as the insu-
lating material, a major problem is the critical air break-
down—the heat transfer scales with the applied voltage, but
for large enough voltages a complete discharge occurs. This
limits the applicability of field-emission cooling in real
systems. Zhang et al.110 evaluated thermo-ionic heating of a
Co/Pt multilayer system with a scanning tunnelling micro-
scope (STM) tip and found a minimal spot size of #45 nm
width for voltage pulses with an amplitude of Umax¼ 5V. So
far, there is no published report on combining laser-based
HAMR and field-emission heating but the potential benefit is
obvious: applying a moderate voltage between the transducer
and the media would allow additional heat transfer of the
already very hot electrons to the media, thus supporting the
laser heating by this additional energy transfer.
The possibility to employ field emission for cooling
the write head was evaluated in a study by Fallon,111 who
simulated cooling effects for nanometre-sized, well-insulated
write poles. Maximum surface cooling powers of
P# 100W/cm2 were cited, which correspond to a very small
effective cooling power of Peff# 2 nW for the write pole.
Therefore, it was concluded that “this cooling power would
have practically zero effect on the temperature of the write
pole even assuming the best thermal insulators could be used
in the recording head.”
4. Optical refrigeration: Laser cooling of solids
In laser cooling of solids, which is also called anti-
Stokes fluorescent cooling, heat is carried away from the
solid by anti-Stokes photons. The solid is illuminated with
monochromatic light from a laser source in the red tail of the
absorption spectrum of the coolant. The light is absorbed and
blue-shifted by phonon absorption, and subsequently emit-
ted. The emitted photons therefore carry away energy from
the solid because of the phonon absorption, which cools the
solid. Most commonly, two material classes are in use: RE-
doped solids, mainly Yb-doped glasses or crystals, and SCs,
particularly GaAs. The main advantage of this technology is
the absence of moving parts and the possibility to cool
remote areas (provided that the laser light can access them)
without interfering with the electronics of the device.112–114
A major challenge is the suppression of reabsorption of al-
ready emitted high-energy photons, commonly achieved by
strong absorbers placed in immediate proximity to the cool-
ant, which however will become a delicate matter for inte-
gration in complex micro- and nanoscale devices.
Laser cooling utilising Yb:YFL crystals was reported to
reach cryogenic temperatures down to T¼ 115K and is pre-
dicted to reach Tmin¼ 80K.115 However, the cooling rates
(concomitant with the cooling power) were moderate116—it
took minutes to cool an isolated system without heat source.
The setups in use are not scalable down to the micro- or
nanoregime and high laser powers of several Watts were
necessary to cover DT + 1K. For SCs, no net-cooling has
been reported so far.
5. Summary: Cooling nanostructures
At present, none of the above introduced cooling meth-
ods alone appears to be a viable option for cooling the write
pole in a recording head—or any comparable solid nano-
structure integrated in a microdevice:
1. Magneto-caloric cooling cannot cover the required large
temperature difference and is hard to implement. All
known setups are too big for an HDD or similar devices.
2. Spin caloritronic cooling via the giant Peltier effect
yields only modest cooling powers.
3. Field-emission or thermionic cooling also suffers from
low cooling powers.
4. Laser cooling can in principle reach the cryogenic re-
gime, but only at high laser powers and after considerable
time, i.e., it does have insufficient cooling power (and
efficiency).
Research is ongoing, and larger temperature differences
of up to DT# 100K might be achieved for Gd-based mag-
neto-caloric devices, as predicted by Brown in his seminal
work on magneto-caloric refrigerators from 1976,117 or
by employing multilayered refrigerator designs.118,119
Magneto-caloric systems might also be up for a surprise at
the somewhat neglected micro- and nanoscale;120 however
considering the origin of the magneto-caloric effect, it is
unlikely that higher cooling powers and larger temperature
differences can be achieved for nanostructures. With more
and more research groups joining the field of spin calori-
tronics, new effects might be discovered and existing
ones considerably improved.106 By employing a series of
nanoscale emitters in aggregate, forming a Spindt array,121
field-emission cooling powers might be sufficiently
increased111,122 and, perhaps, might be further improved in
combination with near-field radiative cooling.123 The field
of cooling solids by laser irradiation is quickly growing and
possible materials for larger efficiency, cooling power,
and DT and entirely new approaches, e.g., based on super-
radiance, are already under investigation.124,125 A combina-
tion of all (or some) of the above four cooling methods could
be a suitable option but poses a serious design challenge in
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an HDD or a similar device. Transferring the waste heat to
the recording media might also open new opportunities for
HAMR or conventional PMR.109
II. REVIEW OF HIGH-MOMENT MAGNETIC MATERIALS
This review is ordered by material classes and centered
around the improvement of the magnetic moments of mag-
netic TMs and RE metals in alloys, compounds, or at vari-
ous interfaces with NMs and near-ferromagnets (such as Pd,
Pt, Rh, and Sc), SCs or stabilised by interstitial elements
(IEs). First, the TMs (particularly Fe, Ni, and Co) are dis-
cussed, followed by heavy REs (particularly Gd, Tb, Dy, and
Ho) and eventually both material classes are looked at in
combined TM-RE systems.
A. Inter-TM alloys of Fe, Ni, and Co: The FeCo
champion
As early as 1912, Weiss investigated the intrinsic mag-
netic properties of the FeNi, NiCo, and CoFe binary alloy
systems and identified the outstandingly large saturation
magnetisation of the Fe2Co composition, which was found to
be about 10% larger than that of pure Fe.126 In 1929, a first
patent was filed for the industrial-scale fabrication of the
equiatomic FeCo alloy—a composition being particularly
soft while still maintaining a remarkably large magnetic
moment at room temperature.127 A few years later this rather
brittle compound was stabilised by adding small quantities
of V, resulting in (FeCo)98V2 known as permendur, which
triggered its vast industrial use128 (note, the term
“permendur” is nowadays used for high-moment FeCo alloys
in general). For its unchallenged high magnetic saturation at
room temperature, FeCo alloys are the present day materials
of choice for write pole tips in magnetic recording devi-
ces.3,129,130 The highest saturation magnetisation of all the
TM alloys at room temperature of l0MS¼ (2.46 0.1) T was
achieved for FeX Co100–X alloys with X¼ 60–80, as shown
in Fig. 5(a), with most studies limiting the alloy range to
X¼ 65–70 (Refs. 130–132) and stating a respective satura-
tion magnetisation of l0MS¼ 2.45 T.4,35,133 This value is
commonly referred to as the “Slater-Pauling limit,”134 since
it is the maximum in the Slater-Pauling plot, which summa-
rises the experimental results of magnetic moments of
known TM alloys, as depicted in Fig. 5(b).
The Slater-Pauling curve is closely linked to the rigid-
band model, which is a well-known theory based on Hund’s
rule to predict the magnetic moment and resulting saturation
magnetisation of a 3 d TM, assuming a fixed, spin-split den-
sity of states.135 This “density-of-state jug” (term introduced
by Coey35) is filled up with the necessary electrons, which
(ignoring the small 4s-band contribution and only taking into
account the number of 3d electrons N3d) gives an average
magnetic moment "m per atom for any strong ferromagnet of
"m # ð10$ N3dÞlB. This corresponds to the slope of the
right-hand side of the Slater-Pauling curve in Fig. 5(b). In
conclusion, a single Fe atom could theoretically have a
moment of 4 lB/atom and Mn even 5 lB/atom. However, one
finds that in the bulk, the BCC crystal structure of Fe does
only lead to about mWMFe # 2:2 lB=atom, the equivalent of
l0MS¼ 2.15 T.35 This is due to Fe being a weak ferromagnet,
rather than a strong ferromagnet such as Co and Ni. The spin-
up part of the 3d band of a strong ferromagnet is completely
filled and pushed below the Fermi level, whereas in a weak fer-
romagnet it is only partly filled, leading to a reduced magnetic
moment. A more realistic prediction of the Fe moment in a
crystal, assuming a strong ferromagnet, can be obtained by fol-
lowing the slope of the right-hand side of the Slater-Pauling
curve in Fig. 5(b), giving mSMFe # 2:7 lB=atom. An example of
Fe being a strong ferromagnet is the Fe4N compound, where
interstitial N2 stabilises an FCC Fe sublattice. However, the
overall saturation magnetisation is only l0MS¼ 1.89T, since
not all Fe atoms have a high atomic moment and N is nega-
tively polarised (see Fig. 3).
More detailed theoretical studies of FeCo alloys and
ordered structures (in BCC crystals) reproduce the Slater-
Pauling curve rather well—which clearly demonstrates the
accuracy of the first-principle based methods—and also lend
some additional insight in the magnetic structure of these
materials (see Fig. 6). The calculations reproduce the initial
FIG. 5. (a) The magnetic phase diagram of the FeCoNi ternary alloy system.
Four compositions are particularly relevant for pole-piece application: (A)
Fe-rich FeNi alloys, (B) Co-rich CoFe alloys, (C) CoNiFe alloys, and (D)
high-moment FeCo alloys. (b) Slater-Pauling curve which is a plot of mag-
netic moment measurements of several TM alloys, where the maximum satu-
ration magnetisation was found for Fe65–70Co35–30 alloys with l0MS¼ 2.45T
– the Slater-Pauling limit. Graph (a) is reproduced with permission from
Cooper et al., IBM J. Res. Dev. 49, 103 (2005). Copyright 2005 International
Business Machines Corporation,3 and is an adaptation of an original figure in
Ferromagnetism by Bozorth.138 Graph (b) is reprinted with permission from
Sourmail, Prog. Mater. Sci. 50, 816 (2005). Copyright 2005 Elsevier.128
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increase in the saturation moment of Fe as Co is substituted
as well as the calculated maximum in the moment before a
moment of 1.8 lB/atom for BCC Co. The net magnetic
moments in the calculations are composed of smaller orbital
magnetic moments (0.05–0.1lB/atom) and a large spin
moment, in agreement with observations. The calculations
also reproduce the observation that ordered alloys have a
larger saturation moment compared to the disordered system
(0.05–0.07 lB/atom). The reason for this is that Fe atoms sur-
rounded by Co atoms in the shell of nearest neighbours have
larger moments than Fe atoms which have some Fe and
some Co atoms in this shell. A system with completely or-
dered FeCo has all Fe atoms in a favourable, high-moment
geometry. Any level of disorder reduces the fraction of high-
moment Fe atoms. In the calculations, it is found (not shown)
that Co for all concentrations and degrees of disorder has a
moment of 1.8 lB/atom.
The Curie point of high-moment FeCo alloys was
calculated to be TC# 1370K;141 however, they were found
to undergo a phase transition at TPT# 1250K,142 which
increases the effective Curie point to TC# 1500K [magnet-
isation vs. temperature profile see Fig. 7(a)]. At room
temperature, high Fe-content FeCo alloys were found to pri-
marily order BCC, in the CsCl-like B2 (a0) phase with a lat-
tice parameter of a¼ 2.86 A˚.128 For T> 1250K, it turns into
the FCC-based c phase.141 Thin films grow preferably in the
BCC (1 1 0) texture at room temperature.131 Although infe-
rior in terms of saturation magnetisation, the Fe50Co50 com-
position is softer and benefits from a much higher initial
permeability as depicted in Fig. 7(b). Permeablilty can also
be increased by adding Cu or Ni to FeCo, whereas pure
FeXNi100–X alloys can be synthesised to have huge perme-
ability and negligible magnetostriction [see bold line in
Fig. 5(a)], which made it the material system of choice for
write pole tips prior to FeCo,1 particularly Ni78–80Fe20–22
permalloy and Ni45Fe55.
3 With the advent of HAMR and
the requirement of ultra-fast switching which has to be
synchronised with the near-field heating, NiFe (as in NiFe/
FeCo laminates143) might again be of interest in the near
future, for writing in the Hopkinson peak of the recording
media, i.e., when less field strength but good timing is
required.
Adding Mn to FM TMs does not lead to write-pole rele-
vant magnetic properties superior to pure FeCo. Noticably,
there are some studies on CoMnP144 and CoNiMnP145,146
which indicate saturation magnetisations of l0MS> 2T (see
also Guan and Nelson147 who reported much lower BS val-
ues), but due to large crystal anisotropy (with the easy axis
perpendicular to the plane of the textured thin films) neither
softness nor initial permeability is a match for FeCo. Due to
its AFM coupling to Fe, Ni, or Co, Cr is also not a useful
additive when seeking high saturation magnetisation alloys
or laminates.148 However, Cr is a common seed material for
FeCo write pole tips due to a good crystal match, a momen-
tum conservation of adjacent TMs at interfaces, and the
FIG. 6. Experimental and theoretical magnetic moments of FeCo alloys
(BCC). Ordered alloys are represented by triangles, and disordered alloys by
circles. Purple circles and triangles denote experimental data from
Bardos;136 red circles are experimental data from Ref. 137; green circles and
triangles are experimental data from Bozorth;138 blue circles denote experi-
mental data from Parette and Mirebeau;139 black symbols are from DFT
modeling140 for ordered (triangles) and different disorder modeling (circles
and squares).
FIG. 7. (a) Magnetisation vs. temperature profile for FeCo, showing a phase
transition at TPT# 1250K and indicating an effective Curie point of
TC# 1500K. (b) The advantage of Fe50Co50 over Fe65–70Co35–30: much
higher initial permeability (given temperatures are annealing values).
Graphs (a) and (b) are reprinted with permission from Sourmail, Prog.
Mater. Sci. 50, 816 (2005). Copyright 2005 Elsevier.128
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formation of a nanogranular soft FeCo phase.149,150 Further
opportunities which arise from the notorious AFM coupling
of Cr (and Mn) to TMs—and to RE metals alike—are dis-
cussed in Section II G 3.
To date, no other bulk material has been found to reli-
ably exhibit higher saturation magnetisation at room temper-
ature than Fe2Co.
35 Research is still ongoing to push the
saturation of FeCo alloys beyond the present day limit, by
creating pure single crystals of defined orientation151 which
do not suffer from moment losses due to grain boundaries,152
or multi-layered systems. First-principle based modeling of
ordered Fe-Co multilayers shows that the spin moment of Fe
increases near the Fe-Co interface, while the Co spin
moment decreases less, leading to a net increase in spin
moment (see Fig. 8). There are also much smaller changes in
the orbital magnetic moments of the atoms near the interface.
Therefore, such multilayer structures can in principle provide
a higher net magnetisation density than alloys.
Nanodimensional systems with corrosion protection
(i.e., diffusion barries) are of particular interest for future
recording devices in the light of further device miniaturiza-
tion.153–155 There is also research aimed at improving the
magnetic softness with a focus on investigating highly
(nano-) granular or even amorphous FeCo.156,157 The crystal-
line ordering was also found to be influenced by (field-
assisted) annealing,132,158 by the formation of various (soft)
compounds such as FeCoN159 (see also Section II E),
FeCoAlO,160 FeCoB,161 and by using alternative seed layer
materials such as NiFe, AlO, Ru, or Cu.130,131 A general
trend is the formation of a soft BCC FeCo phase when
deposited on an FCC seed layer such as Cu.162 Some of those
seed layers were also found to counteract high magnetostric-
tion and undesired anisotropies of pure FeCo, particularly in
laminates.163,164 It was found that FeCo films fabricated by
oblique sputtering (seed and magnetic layer are deposited at
a different angle between target and gun) benefit from
favourable anisotropies for write poles in PMR devices.74,132
It is worth noting that, although literature on thin films
of FeCo commonly cites the bulk saturation values, actual
measurements on thin films of Fe65–70Co35–30 show a
reduced saturation magnetisation of l0MS< 2.4 T.
4,131,162,165
There is yet no satisfying answer for why there is a moment
drop in these thin films compared to the bulk, but finite-size
effects are believed to play an important role.
B. TM/NM interfaces, superlattices, and TM-NM alloys
Artificially layered systems of a magnetic TM and NM
were shown to exhibit a significant moment increase in the
TM film. These systems benefit from a good lattice match
reducing interfacial strain, as in Fe and Au,166 chemical sta-
bility and protection due to the NM, and only weak magnetic
TM-NM coupling.167 Studies so far indicate that moment
increase is achieved either by stabilising metastable crystal
phases with a different spin state due to a larger atomic
radius168,169 or by a transition of the magnetic layer to a 2-
dimensional (2D) magnetic system with changes in elec-
tronic and hence magnetic structure.170,171
1. Fe atoms at NM (NM5Au, Ag, Pd) interfaces
and in nanolaminates
In a series of theoretical studies on the electronic and
magnetic properties of ultrathin Fe films172,173 it was shown
that for an isolated ML of Fe the magnetic moment per
atom can increase up to m¼ 3 lB/atom (corresponds to
l0MS# 3 T). Similar calculations were done for the Fe/Ag
system yielding similar results of a moment increase.174,175
Subsequent detailed calculations by Crampin170 [Fe on Au
(001)], MacLaren et al.166 (Fe/Au superlattices and interfa-
ces), and Stoeffler167 (Ag/Fe/X, with X¼Pd, Cu, Ag, and
Au) confirmed the moment increase [see Fig. 9(a)] and
explained it in terms of changes in the 3d-band structure of
the Fe atoms as a result of the transition to a 2D magnetic
system in ultrathin films.
Experimental proof of an improved saturation magnet-
isation of ultrathin Fe films was found by Wooten et al.171
who observed a magnetic moment of m¼ 2.6 lB/Fe atom for
3ML Fe at an Fe/Ag(100) interface, by Pan et al.176 who
also reported m¼ 2.6 lB/Fe atom for Fe/Au nanomultilayers,
by Muehlbauer et al.168 who reported m¼ 2.7 lB/Fe atom for
ultrathin FCC Fe films in Fe/Pd laminates, and in a recent
study by Jal et al.177 who recorded a magnetisation depth
profile [via X-ray resonant magnetic reflectivity (XRMR),
see Fig. 10(a)] of an ultrathin Fe film grown on a vicinal
(i.e., stepped) Ag(001) surface and capped by Au. They
found a particularly high Fe moment of m¼ 2.8 lB/Fe atom
for the second Fe ML as shown in Fig. 10. Theoretical and
experimental studies agree on there is little to no polarisation
in the NM, as shown in Fig. 9(b), except for the case of
weakly polarised Pd whose induced moment is still very
small compared to the Fe.168,178
There is very limited data on the magnetic phase transi-
tion, but in line with theoretical predictions,170 magnetisation
vs. temperature measurements show a disproportionally
large moment drop (compared to bulk Fe) with increasing
temperature for Fe/Pd laminates,168,179 resulting in effec-
tively no moment gain at room temperature. Another study
indicates a Curie point of TC# 300K for 3ML of Fe grown
on Ag (100) substrates171 and a 50% drop in TC was reported
FIG. 8. Modeled spin magnetic moment on Fe and Co atoms in a BCC
Fe4Co4 multilayer structure.
140
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by Bader et al.180 for an ML of Fe grown on Au. A compre-
hensive overview of measured magnetic moments and Curie
temperatures of Fe, Ni, and Co is given by Vaz et al.181 and
lists the ultrathin film or interface system as well as the
measuring technique in use. This brief summary of reports
on magnetic moment values in ultrathin films also shows the
large degree of ambiguity, with different experimentalists
reporting increase or decrease for very similar or even identi-
cal systems. The overall theme though is a moment increase
at cryogenic temperatures for nearly all ultrathin films of 3d
TMs (in combination with NMs), with Fe layers exceeding
the saturation magnetisation of bulk FeCo alloys.
2. Fe-NM (NM5Au, Ag, Pd, and Rh) and FeSc alloys
Similar to the effect of increasing the magnetic moment
of Fe atoms at interfaces of NMs, Fe moments increase in
disordered NM alloys, i.e., the Fe moment per atom
increases when diluted in a NM matrix. This effect was also
attributed to the narrowing of the 3d band and it was found
that the Fe moment gradually increases with dilution and
reaches m¼ 3.0 lB/atom when being heavily diluted in a Au
matrix [see Fig. 11(a)].182 However, the overall moment of
the entire alloy is well below bulk Fe for any composition183
as shown in Fig. 11(b). Similar behaviour was found for
FeAuB alloys of various composition,184 where the Fe
moment levelled at m¼ 2.6 lB/atom, and Curie temperatures
were reported to be 630K,TC, 730K, i.e., well above
room temperature. Increasing moments were also found for
other TMs, such as Ni and Co,185 and other NMs such as
Ag,186 Pd,167,187,188 and Rh.189
Altogether, no Fe-NM alloy has been reported to exceed
bulk Fe magnetisation, not to mention FeCo. No moment
enhancement was observed for Fe atoms in proximity to Sc,
which is also regarded a near-ferromagnet such as Pd for it
FIG. 9. (a) Calculations of the magnetic moment of Fe which strongly
increases in MLs at NM interfaces, with a maximum for NM¼Pd. (b)
Induced magnetic moment in Au MLs in proximity to Fe. Graph (a) is
reprinted with permission from Stoeffler, J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 165, 62
(1997). Copyright 1997 from Elsevier.167 Graph (b) is reprinted with permis-
sion from J. Appl. Phys. 67, 5406 (1990). Copyright 1990 AIP Publishing
LLC.166
FIG. 10. (a) Stack composition and XRMR measurement setup as used by
Jal et al. for recording the magnetisation depth profile. (b) They show a
strongly improved Fe moment in the second ML for films grown on a vicinal
Ag surface, capped by Au. Figures reprinted with permission from Jal et al.,
Phys. Rev. B 87, 224418 (2013). Copyright 2013 the American Physical
Society.177
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nearly fulfills the Stoner criterion, and alloys of higher Sc
content even loose their simple FM-PM ordering.190
3. FeRh
Although TM-NM alloys do not possess saturation
magnetisations superior to FeCo, FeRh is worth some extra
attention. The material shows a most peculiar transition from
AFM to FM with increasing temperature around room tem-
perature. This transition is strictly dependent on the composi-
tion of the Fe1$XRhX alloy, existing only for X# 0.5$0.6
(Ref. 191) [see Fig. 12(a)], and also on the alloy microstruc-
ture192 [see Fig. 12(b)]. The most common explanation for
the phenomena links the magnetic phase change to a change
in the crystal structure of BCC-ordering FeRh: an abrupt
isotropic increase of the lattice spacing coincides with the
magnetic transition temperature.193 Both intrinsic dependen-
cies, composition and microstructure, are also ultimately
connected to the lattice spacing.
However unique the magnetisation behaviour of FeRh
might be, a saturation magnetisation of l0MS# 1.6 T at best
(just above the AFM-FM transition for the equiatomic
alloy194) is far too low to be useful in write head pole pieces.
Nevertheless, FeRh might be of importance for HAMR in
FePt/FeRh exchange-spring coupled media, where the FeRh
effectively reduces the critical temperature and, hence, eases
the write field strength requirement195—while keeping the
current single-pole design of PMR systems. Concerns were
raised regarding device integration, since high-coercivity
L10-phase FePt recording medium requires nanogranular
(nanocolumnar) growth, which has not been achieved for
FePt–FeRh stacks so far.196
4. FeCo/Pd laminates and FeCo:Pd alloys
In a 2005 study on magnetron-sputtered Fe70Co30/Pd
superlattices and Fe70Co30:Pd alloys [stack composition see
Fig. 13(a)], Noma et al.197 reported an effective saturation
magnetisation of up to l0M
FeCo
S ¼ 2:57 T for FeCo layers
sandwiched by 2 nm Pd in the laminate at room temperature
[see Fig. 13(b)], measured with a SQUID magnetometer. In
a subsequent study a year later,4 they then presented an
Fe70Co30:Pd alloy with a saturation of l0MS¼ 2.49 T [see
Fig. 14(a)] and an Fe70Co30/Pd multilayer system with an
overall saturation magnetisation of l0MS¼ 2.57 T for the
entire stack [see Fig. 14(b)]—both would effectively crack
FIG. 11. (a) Hysteresis loop of two FeAu alloys measured at T¼ 4K and (b)
magnetic moments of Fe and Au in FeAu alloys of various composition as
reported by Wilhelm and coworkers. Graphs (a) and (b) are reprinted with
permission from Wilhelm et al., Phys. Rev. B 77, 224414 (2008). Copyright
2008 the American Physical Society.182
FIG. 12. Magnetisation dependences of Fe1–XRhX thin films: (a) The pecu-
liar AFM-FM transition upon heating only occurs for compositions of
X# 0.5–0.6; and (b) is dependent on the crystallisation of the alloy—such as
resulting from annealing (respective annealing temperatures are in the inset;
X¼ 0.51). Both dependencies are ultimately linked to changes in the intera-
tomic spacing. Graph (a) is reprinted with permission from Inoue et al.,
IEEE Trans. Magn. 44, 2875 (2008). Copyright 2008 IEEE.191 Graph (b) is
reprinted with permission from J. Appl. Phys. 103, 07F501 (2008).
Copyright 2008 AIP Publishing LLC.192
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the Slater-Pauling limit. The stacks under investigation were
30 nm and 40 nm thick in total. The golden ratio for the
Fe70Co30:Pd alloys was found to be 1.04 at. % Pd [see Fig.
14(a)] and the highest moment laminate was comprised of
tFeCo¼ 5.1 nm thick Fe70Co30 layers [see Fig. 14(b)] sepa-
rated by tPd¼ 0.14 nm thick Pd spacers. Their pure Fe70Co30
reference layer yielded a saturation of l0MS¼ 2.38 T and
they assumed a magnetically dead layer of 1.5 nm thickness
for the entire stack,197 which was subtracted from the vol-
ume of the magnetic material of the stack, thus effectively
increasing the saturation magnetisation.
Considering the large number of studies that report
improved moments for Fe atoms in Fe/Pd laminates (see
Section II B 1), the results by Noma et al. do not seem unre-
alistic, which is supported by an XMCD analysis of the
above high-moment laminates by Noma et al.198 (stating a
maximum Fe moment of 2.8 lB). However, no subsequent
study confirmed the moment increase for the entire stack,
including the Pd spacer (see Walock et al.199). The assump-
tion of magnetically dead layers by Noma et al. is somewhat
unusual for NM-TM interfaces and by deducing it from the
overall stack thickness a slightly higher saturation value is
won. Putting it back into the calculation for the overall stack
thickness, one would get a saturation magnetisation of
l0MS¼ 2.45 T for the highest moment laminate, matching
the Slater-Pauling limit. Due to the absence of error bars (or
an uncertainty discussion), it is hard to assess the accuracy
of the results, but the scatter of measured saturation values,
such as in Figs. 14(a) and 14(b), would suggest at least
D(l0MS)¼ 0.05 T.
Although the concerns listed above question the abso-
lute values of the saturation magnetisation in those films, the
relative improvement of about 8% compared to the pure
FeCo thin film reference sample seems possible and the
FeCo/Pd laminate might be a suitable candidate to at least
reach the Slater-Pauling limit in thin films (at room tempera-
ture) due to the transition to a 2D magnetic system.200
Another study by Brankovic et al.56 where FeCoPd alloys
were electrodeposited, and not plasma-sputtered, concluded
that Fe61Co38Pd1 at least does not suffer from moment loss
compared to high-moment Fe63Co37. The additional benefit
of improved corrosion resistance was highlighted, which is a
big advantage for pole tips in future HAMR systems.
FIG. 13. (a) Stack setup under investigation by Noma and coworkers.4 (b)
Improved saturation magnetisation of FeCo films in FeCo/Pd laminates as
reported by Noma et al.:197 a maximum was achieved for a Pd spacer layer
thickness of about tPd¼ 0.14 nm for tFeCo¼ 1.7 nm thick Fe70Co30 layers.
Graph (a) is reprinted with permission from Noma, IEEE Trans. Magn. 42,
140 (2006). Copyright 2006 IEEE. Graph (b) is reprinted with permission
fromNoma et al., IEEE Trans. Magn. 41, 2920 (2005). Copyright 2005 IEEE.
FIG. 14. Saturation magnetisations beyond the Slater-Pauling limit as reported
by Noma et al.,4 for thin films of (a) FeCo:Pd alloys and (b) FeCo/Pd lami-
nates. A maximum saturation was found for the Fe70Co30:Pd alloy for 1.04 at.
% of Pd; and for the laminate for tFeCo 5.1 nm thick Fe70Co30 layers separated
by tPd¼ 0.14 nm Pd. Graphs (a) and (b) are reprinted with permission from
Noma et al., IEEE Trans. Magn. 42, 140 (2006). Copyright 2006 IEEE.
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5. FeCo epitaxially grown ultrathin films
In a study on MBE-grown FeX Co1$X ultrathin films on
(1 0 0) diamond substrates capped with Au, Ambrose et al.169
reported the fabrication and stabilisation of up to 2.5 nm thick
FCC Fe70Co30 films [see Fig. 15(a)] with an outstanding satu-
ration magnetisation of l0MS¼ (2.706 0.38) T at room tem-
perature [see Fig. 15(b)].
Unfortunately, this study by Ambrose et al. stayed the
only one of its kind investigating in the saturation magnetisa-
tion of ultrathin FeCo films. By proper inclusion of error
bars the authors pointed out the ambiguity about the satura-
tion magnetisation actually crossing the Slater-Pauling limit,
but given numerous studies on increased Fe moments in
quasi-2D systems (see Section II B 1), similar theoretical
studies201,202 and experimental reports203,204 on a moment
increase for quasi-2D Co layers, and the high Curie point of
FeCo alloys (see Section II A), the increase in the saturation
magnetisation of ultrathin FeCo alloys at room temperature
reported by Ambrose and coworkers seems possible. The
high sensitivity of the magnetic moment of TM MLs not
only to the seed material but also to its texture should
be taken into account when attempting to reproduce the
results (see, e.g., Moulas et al. reporting on FeXCo1$X MLs
on Pt (1 1 1) substrates205).
6. Summary: TM/NM interfaces, superlattices,
and TM-NM alloys
Summarising the experimental data shows that TM-NM
alloys clearly do not yield an improvement of the saturation
magnetisation compared to pure Fe or FeCo alloys. For ultra-
thin high-moment films, one finds a critical thickness limit of
about tc¼ 2.5 nm, which corresponds roughly to the second
peak for parallel coupling in the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-
Yoshida (RKKY) model for indirect exchange coupling in
thin films.35 The observed high saturation magnetisation in
films of t< tc is believed to come from a narrowing of
the 3d band in Fe atoms, exhibiting m¼ 2.7 lB/atom on aver-
age, which corresponds to a saturation magnetisation of
l0M
BCC
S ¼ 2:7 T and l0MFCCS ¼ 2:6 T for BCC and FCC or-
dered Fe, respectively. Thermal instability in thinnest layers
causes the Curie temperature to drop dangerously close to
room temperature, except for FeCo alloys.
A property of ultrathin TM layers, which was so far
ignored, would also favour FeCo-based films over pure Fe:
magnetic anisotropy. For ultrathin films, surface anisotropy
plays an important role and a strong out-of-plane anisotropy
was reported, e.g., for Fe/Au nanolaminates176 and for Fe
MLs at an Au (1 1 1) interface,206 undesired for write pole
applications, whereas ultrathin films of FeCo alloys seem not
to suffer from these anisotropy issues.169
C. III-V–SC/TM interfaces
Although no magnetic moment improvement of TMs at
III-V SC interfaces has been reported, the moment conserva-
tion of Fe due to the absence of magnetically dead layers is a
good incentive to take a second look, particularly since only
SCs can be used as substrates—unlike the metallic films dis-
cussed above which can only work as seed layers. III-V SCs
consist of elements of the third and fifth column of the peri-
odic table:
• the essential group (III) elements are Al, Ga, In and
• the essential group (V) elements are N, P, As, Sb.
The most widely studied interface is Fe/GaAs, closely
followed by Fe/InAs.207,208 In both cases, a nearly com-
pletely conserved magnetic moment was reported based on
the XMCD analyses; however, concerns were raised regard-
ing the origin of the magnetic moment—being the result of
an increased orbital moment at the expense of the spin
moment (in applied terms: the anisotropy increases and
makes the ultra-thin film harder).209 Unfortunately, the mag-
netic moment seems not be conserved for Co/GaAs210 or
Ni/GaAs,211 whereas the latter shows the most severe
changes in magnetic anisotropy.212,213 Interdiffusion has
been identified to be a main concern and was shown to con-
tribute to the formation of undesired Fe-Ga phases.214
From a pragmatic point of view, given the commercial
availability of high-grade wafers, GaAs seems to be the best
choice for a high-moment substrate when dealing with Fe
and its compounds. Its crystal lattice can conveniently be
adjusted by alloying (for instance with In215) to further
improve the magnetic film structure by tailoring epitaxial
strain. But care has to be taken to suppress interdiffusion,
FIG. 15. (a) Critical thickness for the transition from FCC to BCC structure
of FeCo alloys MBE-grown by Ambrose and coworkers. (b) Saturation mag-
netisation values recorded at room temperature for ultrathin FCC FeX Co1$X
layers, revealing a maximum of l0MS¼ (2.706 0.38) T for X¼ 0.7. Graphs
(a) and (b) are reprinted with permission from J. Appl. Phys. 85, 5066
(1999). Copyright 1999 AIP Publishing LLC.169
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which impacts on the long-term stability of the high
magnetisation.
D. MnFe
A purely theoretical study, aiming for the potential uti-
lisation of the high Mn moment, was conducted by Patwari
and Victora.216 They calculated magnetic moments for
alloys of MnX Fe4$X Z (Z¼N, C, B, and Be) and found an
increase in the Mn moment with expanding lattice parame-
ters, for FCC and BCC structures alike, with a maximum
magnetisation polarisation of l0M¼ 2.5 T and l0M¼ 2.8 T,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 16.
So far, no experimental evidence was found for a purely
FM coupling in the proposed Mn alloys resulting in an over-
all moment gain and experimental studies indicate the oppo-
site.217,218 Recent studies by Hudl et al.219 and Kiss et al.220
on crystallised FeMnBSi and amorphous FeMnB alloys,
respectively, report inhomogeneous ferromagnetism for cer-
tain compositions, however only a small overall saturation
magnetisation. Modelling of the according compounds
showed the disadvantage of large unit cells and that not all
of the TM atoms benefitted from enhanced magnetic
moments. In a theoretical study in 2006, Galanakis et al.221
showed that Heusler alloys in general also follow the
Slater-Pauling curve and thus are unlikely to exceed
l0MS¼ 2.45 T.
E. FeN
There is one iron compound which seems to ignore the
limit given by the Slater-Pauling curve: a00 ordered Fe16N2,
which corresponds to a BCT phase with a well ordered IE222
and lattice parameters of a¼ 5.72 A˚ and c¼ 6.29 A˚.223 An
initial study by Kim and Takahashi224 on films deposited via
reactive atomic beam epitaxy in a N2 atmosphere (akin to
MBE) reported saturation magnetisations of l0M¼ 2.64 T
for the best achieved Fe-FeN compound [see Fig. 17(a)] and
a saturation of l0M# 2.8 T for its a00 Fe16N2 phase was
extrapolated, corresponding to an average Fe moment of
# 3lB/atom.
Subsequent studies by members of the same research
group (i.e., Takahashi, Sugita, Komuro et al.), which contin-
ued to rely on the MBE sample synthesis, reported similarly
increased saturation values for a00 Fe16N2 and by using
(Ga0.8In0.2)As substrates [plus Fe seed layers], an epitaxial
single-crystal phase in the (0 0 1) orientation [and the (1 1 0)
orientation, respectively] was stabilised. A magnetic moment
of up to m¼ 3.5 lB/Fe atom was reported for the pure
phase—the equivalent of l0MS¼ 2.9 T at room temperature
and l0MS¼ 3.2 T at 5K as shown in Fig. 17(b).79,215,225,226
In addition to initial VSM measurements the results were
corroborated by FMR227 and Moessbauer studies.228 There is
a still ongoing debate whether or not these values were cor-
rect or, at least, why they are not reliably reproducible by
other means.223,229–233
The Curie point of the metastable a00 Fe16N2 phase is
well above room temperature; however, its actual measure-
ment is hampered by its decomposition at TDC> 470K
FIG. 16. Calculated magnetisation values of MnFe alloys assumed to order
BCC or FCC as reported by Patwari and Victora. Graphs (a) and (b) are
reprinted with permission from Patawari and Victora, Phys. Rev. B 64,
214417 (2001). Copyright 2001 the American Physical Society.216
FIG. 17. (a) Extrapolated saturation magnetisation values for different
phases of FeN in an MBE-grown epitaxial film as reported by Kim and
Takahashi. (b) Saturation magnetisation values of MBE-grown single-crystal
a00 Fe16N2 as reported by Sugita and coworkers. Graph (a) is reprinted with
permission from Appl. Phys. Lett. 20, 492 (1972). Copyright 1972 AIP
Publishing LLC.224 Graph (b) is reprinted with permission from J. Appl.
Phys. 79, 5576 (1996). Copyright 1996 AIP Publishing LLC.215
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according to Takahashi and Shoji.233 Sugita et al.79 reported
this decomposition to happen at TDC¼ 670K and extrapo-
lated the Curie point to be about TC¼ 810K (for MBE-
grown films). Zhang and co-workers reported the decomposi-
tion of the a00 phase in sputtered films to be as low as
TDC# 500K.234
Studies resorting to alternative fabrication methods
nearly exclusively report saturation values below or barely
touching the Slater-Pauling limit—in agreement with full
potential calculations235–237 and spin-polarised linearised
muffin-tin orbital calculations,32,238,239 in which some of the
Fe atoms in the crystal do show increased magnetic moment,
but the average moment does certainly not allow a “giant”
magnetisation of the compound:





• annealing of nitrogen-martensite32,268 (the original method
for fabrication of a00 Fe16N2 invented by Jack269),
• halide phase vapour deposition (CVD),270
• compacted nanoparticle ensembles271–276 (a recent re-
investigation of the FeN system in an effort to harness the
large anisotropy for RE-free permanent magnets277).
There is a number of studies on sputter-deposited FeN
thin films, which report saturation magnetisations beyond
Slater-Pauling for the a00 Fe16N2 phase in a mix of different
FeN phases,278–286 but often with large uncertainties and
always lower than for the MBE-grown pure a00 phase. The
fact that different groups—applying what seems to be a
near-identical sputtering fabrication routine—reported such
different results of the magnetic properties, in the range of
2.1 T<l0MS< 2.8 T, raised considerable doubts regarding
data reliability within the magnetism community. Note that
the literature base is actually much larger (particularly for
sputter-deposited thin films), but a selection was made to
include the major research groups in the field. In many of the
above listed studies, the layer quality was improved by
(post-) annealing, sometimes even aided by the application
of a small magnetic field small magnetic field during deposi-
tion. The average magnetic moment of Fe in these experi-
ments was mostly higher than the bulk BCC Fe moment, but
nowhere near a “giant” moment. As one of the most recent
investigations of FeN thin films fabricated by reactive sput-
tering, Dirba et al.259 also reported a moderate moment
increase; however, the authors explicitly state that it has
nothing to do with the formation of a00 Fe16N2 but simply lat-
tice expansion due to N2 inclusion
287 as shown in Fig. 18(a)
(in agreement with a similar earlier study by Kusumi
et al.243). There is a general trend that recent studies on sput-
tered FeN report more conservative magnetisation values,
particularly those conducted by groups which only recently
approached the topic. Although more than one route to pro-
duce macroscopic quantities of FeN nanoparticles with a
high a00 Fe16N2 content was announced (and patented) within
the last 10 years, no commercial supplier puts anything but a
conservative number on the magnetisation of their samples.
Critical review articles hesitate to dismiss the idea of the
giant magnetic moment, however they never actually support
it completely (see, for instance, Refs. 32, 223, 229, and 231).
Probably the most comprehensive review on the FeN system,
summarising theoretical understanding as well as experimen-
tal results up to 1999, is given by Coey and Smith288 and is
critical towards the “giant” Fe moment claim. Despite cer-
tain progress in getting closer to MBE-quality with plasma-
sputtering technology [see, for instance, Tian et al.289 for
growth on NaCl (1 0 0) substrates, Kappaganthu and Sun290
for growth on Si (1 0 0) wafers, and Ji et al.291 for growth on
Fe-seeded GaAs (0 0 1) wafers reminiscent of the “golden”
MBE recipe by Takahashi and coworkers] no high-moment
single-crystal a00 Fe16N2 was stabilised and reliable reprodu-
cibility is still an issue. One explanation why the giant
moment sometimes occurs and sometimes not is based on
the degradation of the compound, i.e., a decomposition of
the a00 Fe16N2 into the lower-moment a0 Fe8N phase.292,293
The mixed nature of the FeN compounds, which makes it
very hard to actually (quantitatively) determine the
a00 Fe16N2 phase for calculating the magnetic moment in
FIG. 18. Results of Dirba et al. on FeN films fabricated by reactive sputter-
ing on MgO (1 0 0) substrates, ordering only in the a0 Fe8N and a Fe phases.
(a) Magnetic moment per Fe atom with respect to the lattice constant. (b)
Increase of saturation magnetisation, required saturation field and hardness
with increasing lattice spacing of the Fe atoms. Graphs (a) and (b) are
reprinted with permission from J. Appl. Phys. 117, 173911 (2015).
Copyright 2015 AIP Publishing LLC.259
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thicker layers or foils,294 and also the limited thickness of
MBE-grown samples impacting on the accuracy of saturation
magnetisation measurements, still keep the error bars on
measured magnetisation values unpleasantly large. First the-
oretical explanation attempts for a saturation moment
beyond the Slater-Pauling limit were given by Ji et al.285,295
based on partially localised electron states due to the octahe-
dral structure of FeN clusters in a00 Fe16N2 (see also Sims
et al.296 and Shi et al.297); however, XMCD measurements
which were supposed to corroborate the claim did only con-
firm that there are increased-moment Fe sites in ordered
Fe16N2 and disordered Fe8N crystals alike.
298 In a 2013
study, Ji et al.299 correlated the giant magnetic moment in
face-target sputtered Fe16N2 thin films to interfacial strain
(see also Refs. 300 and 301). An interface-related increase in
the magnetic moment of Fe in the MBE-grown thin films has
already previously been mentioned by Coey222 as possible
reason for the large saturation magnetisation in those films.
After annealing bulk FeN in huge magnetic fields of
l0H¼ 9 T at T¼ 150 -C for 20 h, Jiang et al. reported a sig-
nificant increase of the portion of a00 Fe16N2 in the com-
pound302 (at expense of the disordered Fe8N phase);
however, no significant magnetisation since the overall a00
phase content was only 22% after annealing.
In an effort to stabilise the high-moment phase by alloy-
ing, Wang and coworkers303,304 investigated the Fe100–X–Y
TiXNY system (with X¼ 10–12 and Y¼ 5–8), fabricated by
reactive co-sputtering, and reported a saturation magnetisa-
tion touching the Slater-Pauling limit. Most remarkably,
their nanogranular FeTiN films were also very soft
(HC< 2Oe) and showed thermal stability at least up to
T# 800K. However, as for pure a00 Fe16N2 films, efforts
reproducing the promising results were fruitless. In a subse-
quent study by Byeon et al.305 the compound’s softness was
confirmed (HC# 3Oe), but neither its magnetisation
(l0MS# 2 T) nor its thermal stability was verified (decompo-
sition of the high-moment phase starting from T# 500K).
These results for Ti are among those of a range of alloying
elements like Al,306 Ni,307,308 Pt,254 Ta, Zr, Hf, and Nb,
which do improve softness and thermal stability of the FeN
compound, but only yield moderate saturation magnetisation
of l0MS, 2.3 T.288,309 There are also high-moment reports
for (Fe, Co)16N2 by Wang and coworkers;
309–311 however,
lacking definite confirmation by a large base of experiments
conducted by different research groups. In contrast to these
findings, Sun and Wang,159 Liu et al.,312 and Atiq et al.254
reported a lower saturation magnetisation of l0MS, 2.45 T
for the FeCoN system; Takahashi et al.313 reported a dimin-
ishing thermal stability. However, there is a general agree-
ment that the addition of Co aids the formation of the a00 Fe
phase.314 Partial carbonisation and the creation of a Fe16C2
phase were under debate for being the origin of a more sta-
bile a00 Fe16N2 phase,315 but so far there is no definite proof
of the advantages in adding other IEs to the FeN
system.316,317
Overall, there is still no agreement on the magnetisation
of a00 Fe16N2, reported to be 2.1 T, l0MS, 3.2 T, and no
unambigious identification of a “giant” Fe moment (e.g., via
XMCD) unique to it. There is also no known reliable
procedure to fabricate thin films of high purity of this meta-
stable phase on an industrial scale. But even with the realisa-
tion of this important prerequisite, to eventually replace
current FeCo pole tips the following points should definitely
be taken into consideration:
• a00 Fe16N2 has repeatedly been reported to be rather hard
(with a coercive field strength up to two orders of magni-
tude larger than bulk permendur318 in compacted nano-
grain ensembles due to a large crystal anisotropy273),
which will be an issue at GHz write frequencies (only FeN
with low N2 content is confirmed to be a soft ferromagnet
concomitant with a lower magnetisation such as bulk BCC
Fe as shown in Fig. 18(b) and, as for the saturation mag-
netisation of a00 Fe16N2, there is large ambiguity regarding
its hardness with a coercive field as low as HC¼ 5Oe
assumed for the pure a00 phase2).
• The crystal anisotropy of a00 Fe16N2 thin (and particularly
ultra-thin) films does not favour the in-plane direc-
tion,319,320 which would necessitate drastic changes to the
write pole fabrication or its general design for optimal
HDD operation (in conjunction with the compound being
quite hard in the first place, this increases the required
external field to H> 0.5 T for in-plane saturation of an
a00 Fe16N2 thin film in the quasi-static case alone).
• The thermal stability of the a00 Fe16N2 phase is nowhere
close to industry standards due to the low decomposition
temperature,321 and particularly in the light of upcoming
HAMR drives becomes an unthinkable hazard to device
reliability.
In order to verify the general suitability of Fe16N2 for
use in the HDD write heads, perhaps it would be more fruit-
ful to recall the requirements dictated by what we labelled
secondary magnetic properties of pole pieces (see Section
ID) rather than a sole focus on saturation magnetisation.
For improved fundamental understanding of this unique
material system, it would be highly desirable to repeat the
creation of the single a00 phase grown by MBE (i.e., reactive
atomic beam epitaxy), such as done by Takahashi and Sugita
et al., to check the influence of different seed materials on
the saturation magnetisation. For instance, Yamaguchi et al.
found it difficult to grow FeXN films with X> 3 via MBE on
Si (1 1 1) substrates322 and Ito and coworkers reported only
moderate saturation magnetisations of l0MS< 2.4 T for c0
Fe4N MBE-grown on SrTiO3 (0 0 1) substrates.
323 Further
studies resorting to MBE synthesis should aim for quantify-
ing the influence of epitaxial strain and, provided the fabrica-
tion of an unstrained a00 phase succeeds, if it is Fe16N2 which
does have a giant magnetisation or not.
F. Heavy RE metals: Pure elements, superlattices,
and alloys
RE metals owe their huge magnetic moment unpaired
electrons on the 4f shell and collective FM coupling is not
mediated directly, but via the conducting electrons, resulting
in the oscillating behaviour of the RKKY coupling.324 Many
of the RE metals have a magnetic moment per atom far
above FM TMs such as FeCo. Nevertheless, there is no
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reason for boundless optimism, since all heavy RE metals
with large atomic moment also have large atomic radii, i.e.,
interatomic spacing, and therefore often only similar satura-
tion magnetisation compared to TMs. They do not order
densely packed in the BCC phase, such as many TMs, but
hexagonally (quasi) HCP. Their largest disadvantage is their
limited operating temperature—they are only FM in the
cryogenic temperature regime. In addition, they are highly
reactive and prone to degradation.325 The RE metals having
the highest atomic moment are Dy and Ho. Tb has a slightly
reduced magnetic moment, but benefits from a much higher
Curie point, and Gd has the largest Curie temperature of all
FM lanthanides. Those four RE metals were chosen as repre-
sentatives of their kind in this review.
1. Pure heavy RE metals: Ho, Dy, Tb, and Gd
Valid for bulk RE single crystals of Ho, Dy, Tb, and Gd,
the following saturation magnetisations at T! 0K were cal-
culated according to magnetic moment values by Rhyne and
McGuire326 and structural information by Jensen and
Macintosh;324 points of magnetic transition (TC, TN, and the
metamagnetic transition between AFM and FM TM) are
taken from Belov et al.:327
• Ho: l0MS¼ 3.87 T, TN¼ 133K, and TM¼ 20K.
• Dy: l0MS¼ 3.82 T, TN¼ 179K, and TM¼ 85K.
• Tb: l0MS¼ 3.40 T, TN¼ 230K, and TM¼ 219K.
• Gd: l0MS¼ 2.66 T and TC¼ 294K.
So even taking into account a smaller atomic density,
due to the large atomic radii of these 4f-based magnetic met-
als (compared to BCC- or FCC-ordered TMs), they exceed
the saturation magnetisation of FeCo-based alloys at cryo-
genic temperatures. For cryogenic applications they clearly
hold the lead, such as for pole pieces made from Ho328 or
Dy.329 Fig. 19 shows a medley of saturation magnetisation
vs. temperature measurements in bulk single crystals to give
an indication on the moment drop with increasing tempera-
ture and how the points of magnetic transition shift with
increasing field strength (including an FeCo reference).
2. Inter-RE alloys and laminates
Due to their chemical similarity heavy RE metals alloy
well and for some alloys (such as Gd-rich compositions of
DyGd330–333) parallel coupling of all RE moments and a
resulting high saturation magnetisation was observed.334,335
However with this more or less simple dilution of magnetic
moments, no saturation magnetisation substantially higher
than pure Dy can be achieved,165 as elucidated at the exam-
ples of magnetron-sputtered DyGd and DyTb thin films in
Figs. 20(a) and 20(b), respectively. The points of magnetic
transition did not improve over the high-TC element in the
alloy. A comprehensive overview on binary inter-heavy-RE
alloys was given by Bozorth,336 giving information on the
magnetic order, Curie (or N#eel) points and magnetic
moments. One report points out the slight increase of MS for
bulk Ho-Sm alloys with an atomic Sm content of less than
FIG. 19. Saturation magnetisation vs. temperature plots for bulk specimen
of Fe65Co35, Gd, Tb, Dy, and Ho. Graph is a modified version of Figure 1 of
Ref. 165. Reproduced with permission from Scheunert et al., J. Phys. D:
Appl. Phys. 47, 415005 (2014). Copyright (2014) IOP Publishing.
FIG. 20. In-plane high-field magnetisation vs. temperature profiles (and
remnant fields) of elemental RE thin films in comparison to inter-RE alloys
of (a) DyGd and (b) DyTb. Graph reproduced with permission from
Scheunert et al., J. Phys. D: Appl. Phys. 47, 415005 (2014). Copyright
(2014) IOP Publishing.165
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6% (Ref. 337) over elemental polycyrstalline Ho, but prob-
ably only because the Sm helps aligning the magnetic moment
of neighbouring grains. A series of patents on inter-RE alloys
of Dy-Er338 and Ho-Er339 suggests tailoring magnetic proper-
ties such as softness, yet again no moment gain was
achieved340 and the magnetic order in Ho-Er alloys, proposed
to be FM, was shown to be rather complex by Cowley et al.341
A wide variety of RE-RE superlattices has been studied
for their magnetic transition and coupling behaviour.342,343
Although mostly not in the focus of those studies, their satu-
ration magnetisation measurements show no improvement of
the laminate over pure bulk RE saturation magnetisation. If
not coupled antiparallel, due to RKKY-described changes in
the exchange constant J RKKY with layer thickness, resulting
moments still do not exceed those of pure elements.
Measurements on Dy/Er multilayer stacks might be inter-
preted to show an increased Dy moment;344 however, the
experimentalists, Dumesnil et al., pointed out the missing
correction for the additional Er moments which brings the
overall stack saturation well below pure bulk Dy. Strained
Dy thin films in Lu/Dy/Lu trilayer stacks345 and Zr/Dy multi-
layers346 were shown to have significantly increased
TC# 170K and a completely suppressed AFM phase, how-
ever it was later shown for strained Dy in Ta/Dy/Ta tri-
layers,347 which exhibits similar behaviour that the TC
increase comes at the expense of magnetic moment. A simi-
lar observation was made for Tb in Ta/Tb/Ta trilayers with a
direct transition to the FM state at TC¼ 216K concomitant
with a moment drop.165
The saturation magnetisation (or at least high-field mag-
netisation) of the RE thin films depends very sensitively on
the crystal structure. For most seed materials or substrates,
the RE metals are strained and tend to order FCC (at least in
proximity to the seed interface)348,349 and it was found that
the strained HCP phase and in particular the FCC phase lead
to poor magnetic moments and strongly reduced saturation,
shown for Gd,350–352 Dy,347 and Tb.165 Only the growth of
the unstrained HCP equilibrium phase promotes high mag-
netic moments, which normally requires annealing of the
specimen353 and/or perfect-match seed layers.342,354
The medley of (in-plane) magnetisation vs. temperature
profiles of selected RE thin films in Fig. 21 allows for a
quick comparison to bulk specimen (as in Fig. 19): there is a
moment loss for most RE thin films, even more severe than
for FeCo layers of similar thickness (t# 50–100 nm).
3. Gd/W laminates
There are a large number of publications on improved
magnetic properties of REs in laminates with non-FM met-
als. With an emphasis on large saturation moments, there are
two studies on Gd/W laminates by Heys, Donovan and co-
workers355,356 which stand out (see Fig. 22). They reported a
massive increase in the Gd moment of up to m¼ 34 lB/atom.
Although this is a gigantic increase in the magnetic moment,
which is far from any theoretical prediction, the overall
saturation magnetisation of the entire laminate was still
below single crystal bulk Gd and can be extrapolated to
l0MS¼ 2.57 T, measured at T¼ 5K. No information was
given on the Curie temperature, which is likely lower than
single-crystal Gd and thus well below room temperature.
However, there is a number of studies reporting enhanced
Curie points for strained Gd films grown on Mo,357 which
could also apply in this case. Contrary to this speculation are
recent findings by Bertelli et al.352 who correlated an extra-
ordinary increase of the Curie temperature in Ta-sandwiched
sub-10 nm FCC Gd films with epitaxial strain, since this phe-
nomenon is accompanied by a severe moment drop, render-
ing the increased working temperature effectively useless for
high-moment applications.165
Unfortunately, no subsequent study succeeded in repro-
ducing the initial giant magnetic moment results358,359 which
raises considerable doubts on the high-moment claim, and
magnetisation vs. temperature measurements of those studies
indicate Curie temperatures similar or lower than bulk Gd.
There is no other study on RE–non-magnetic-metal lami-
nates which would suggest sufficient moment enhancement
yet an improved saturation magnetisation.
4. Gd-implanted GaN
There is no report on a general moment conservation at
III–V SC interfaces for RE metals, such as for Fe (see
Section II C). However, there are encouraging individual
reports on Gd-implanted GaN. Truly “colossal” Gd
moments of up to m# 4000 lB/atom have been reported by
Dhar et al.360 for Gd-implanted reactive MBE-grown GaN
FIG. 21. High-field magnetisation vs.
temperature plots for thin films of
Fe65Co35, Gd, Tb, Dy, DyGd, and
DyTb. The marked temperatures indi-
cate where the magnetisations of the
RE films match the FeCo reference.
Moment losses compared to single-
crystal RE metals are given in relative
loss of saturation magnetisation DMS.
Graph reproduced with permission
from Scheunert et al., J. Phys. D: Appl.
Phys. 47, 415005 (2014). Copyright
2014 IOP Publishing.165
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layers on sapphire substrates. Those magnetic moment val-
ues were extrapolated from SQUID magnetisation measure-
ments of the entire specimen at T¼ 2K and T¼ 300K as
shown in Figs. 23(a) and 23(b), respectively. Saturation
measurements however revealed a very modest magnetisa-
tion per volume of only l0M# 0.01 T. In a subsequent study
by Dhar et al.,361 Gd was implanted by focussed ion beam
(FIB), with even higher magnetic moments per Gd atom of
m# 5000 lB/atom at T¼ 4K and m# 3300 lB/atom at room
temperature. Again, for the whole sample the highest
magnetic polarisation measured was quite modest with
l0M# 0.04 T. This study also reported an FM phase at room
temperature which was later confirmed by XMCD measure-
ments.362 From magnetisation measurements on metal-
organic vapour phase epitaxy (MOVPE)-grown GaN thin
films with FIB-implanted Gd, Hejtmanek et al.363 extrapo-
lated the Curie temperature to be TC# 700K; however, the
“colossal” magnetic moment of Gd could not be confirmed.
A conclusive theoretical model for the origin of the
“colossal” Gd moment has yet to be found364,365 and is com-
plicated by the coexistence of multiple FM phases.366 Dhar
et al.360 suggested long-range polarisation of the GaN matrix
by the atomic moment of the Gd, which is supported by the
work done by Khaderbad et al.367 on the influence of defect
reduction by annealing the Gd-GaN specimen. Further
explanations were attempted by Dalpian and Wei,368 sug-
gesting an electron-induced stabilisation of an FM phase;
Gohda and Oshiyama,369 suggesting intrinsic ferromagnet-
ism due to cation vacancies; and Liu et al.370 who also sug-
gested defect-induced coupling.
More recent experimental studies on RE-implanted
GaN371,372 (and AlGaN373) report a variety of complex
magnetic structures and confirm FM ordering of some other
doping elements (such as Dy). But these results neither
undoubtedly confirmed a “colossal” moment nor seemed the
reproduction of the FM systems a fully developed method374
and impurities as well as the formation of RE oxides were
found to be another complication.375
In summary, it can be said that, even assuming a
“colossal” moment for Gd atoms (and large spontaneous
magnetic moments of other heavy RE metals), the overall
saturation magnetisation is far too small for high-moment
applications. Theoretical understanding so far contradicts
potential use in future devices, as the additional magnetic
moment requires a large surrounding GaN matrix.
Unfortunately, there is no study on the potential of GaN as
FIG. 23. Extrapolated magnetic moment values of Gd atoms implanted in
MBE-grown GaN layers with the original saturation magnetisation measure-
ment in the inset, recorded at (a) T¼ 2K and (b) T¼ 300K. Graphs (a) and
(b) are reprinted with permission from Dhar et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 94,
037205 (2005). Copyright 2005 the American Physical Society.360
FIG. 22. Magnetic moments of Gd atoms in Gd/W laminates as reported by (a)
Heys and Donovan (tGd¼ 4.4nm) and (b) Heys et al. (tW¼ 1.7 nm). The mag-
netic moments were extrapolated from VSM measurements conducted at
T¼ 5K. Graph (a) is reprinted from Heys and Donovan, J. Magn. Magn. Mater.
126, 326 (1993). Copyright 1993 Elsevier.355 Graph (b) is reprinted from Heys
et al., J. Magn. Magn. Mater. 131, 265 (1994). Copyright 1994 Elsevier.356
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seed layer material for the growth of high-moment Gd thin
films, but a study by Xiao et al.376 on the electronic proper-
ties of Gd, evaporated on a GaN (0 0 0 1) surface, reports
interdiffusion and the formation of a metallic Ga-phase—a
clear hinderance for smooth high-moment thin films.
5. Summary: Heavy RE metals, alloys, and compounds
With their outstandingly high magnetic moment per
atom heavy RE metals such as Dy, Ho, Tb, and Gd hold the
lead for any bulk high moment application at cryogenic tem-
peratures, with Dy377 and Ho328 mostly being the material of
choice at lowest temperatures T ! 0K and Gd the favourite
material for near room temperature applications due to its
high Curie point.93 Attempts to increase the magnetic
moment of RE atoms in thin films by means of straining the
unit cell were unsuccessful, since—unlike TMs—RE metals
“can already be considered isolated moments, owing their
large atomic radii and spontaneous moments on the well-
shielded 4f shell, and changes in the interatomic distance
result in magnetic moment changes being subject to the os-
cillatory nature of the Ruderman-Kittel-Kasuya-Yoshida
(RKKY) coupling.”165
Alloys of REs with FM TMs378 or non-magnetic materi-
als379 always lead to a reduction of the saturation magnetisa-
tion due to AFM coupling, inhibited coupling or just dilution
of the RE moments. Inter-RE alloys were shown to couple
FM; however, there is no confirmed report on a substantial
moment increase over pure RE metals. There is surprisingly
little data available on the magnetic moments of thin and
ultrathin layers of REs or laminates for most studies have an
emphasis on the magnetic ordering and coupling behaviour.
The overall theme is a decrease of saturation magnetisation
of thinner RE films, often explained in terms of granularity
and strain issues347,350 or non-beneficial coupling to adjacent
layers.380 Laminates, except for isolated reports on Gd/W,
also show decreasing RE moments due to AFM coupling
with magnetic TMs381 and for non-magnetic spacers, mag-
netic coupling predominantly follows RKKY behaviour, i.e.,
the sign of the exchange constant oscillates with spacer
thickness and so does the measured (decreasing) magnetic
moment.382 The Curie points for nearly every laminate or
alloy are below the bulk value, those for thin films of RE are
believed to drop as a result of strain or structural changes.
Exceptions are severe changes in the magnetic structure for
strained Dy and Tb,165,347,383 suppressing the AFM phase
and raising the TC, unfortunately at the expense of magnetic
moment.
G. Combined RE-TM systems
Thinking about the advantage of heavy RE metals, their
large magnetic moment, and the benefit of a large Curie tem-
perature for TMs, there is the natural conclusion to combine
the two material classes and harnessing the best of both in a
hybrid structure. However, due to the different origin of their
ferromagnetism, chemical differences and fabrication issues,
merging them is very difficult and, when aiming for high
magnetic moments, can be considered rather fruitless so far.
1. RE-TM/RE-NM alloys and direct laminates
One way to combine 3d and 4f ferromagnets, and tech-
nologically the first one to become available, is to alloy them
into inter-RE-TM alloys. A comprehensive review of com-
pounds and alloys of 3d TMs and REs from 1977 by
Buschow378 and a more recent one from 1997 by Andreenko
and Nikitin384 with an emphasis on amorphous alloys pro-
vide a good overview. In nearly all cases, the TM and the RE
couple with their moments in an antiparallel arrangement,
resulting in AFM, FIM, or more complicated metamagnetic
structures. It can be summarised that, as a result of the anti-
parallel coupling, the resulting alloy does suffer from a
reduced saturation magnetisation which drops particularly
quickly with increasing temperature due to compensation
issues of the two involved sublattices, reflected in, e.g., the
compensation point Tcomp.
35 Only for a large RE content
their big magnetic moment generates large saturation mag-
netisation, yet it is always lower than for the pure RE and the
gain in TC is rather small; if there is any. On the opposite end
of the scale, for TM-rich alloys the Curie temperature TC
drops quickly when adding a RE and so does the magnetic
moment. What is desired in magneto-optical recording and
for permanent magnets, large anisotropies due to the unique
interaction of the two different sublattices and strictly anti-
parallel coupling, seems detrimental to achieving a large sat-
uration magnetisation. Although NMs were found to be
readily polarised by adjacent RE atoms,385 this effect is only
relevant for very low RE concentration and there is no gain
in terms of saturation magnetisation over elemental REs.
The same applies to Sc-RE alloys Sc1$XGdX and Sc1$X DyX
(X< 0.01).386 Loebich and Raub387 showed that Pd in bi-
nary RE-NM (RE¼Gd, Dy, and Ho) did not yield similarly
beneficial moment enhancements as reported for TM-NM
alloys, as shown in Figs. 24(a) and 24(b) for GdPd and
DyPd, respectively. Similarly disappointing behaviour was
observed for RE-Ru388 and RE-Rh alloys.389–392
However, among the latter, one ternary alloy system
was found in 2014 which showed signs of FM coupling:
DyRhNi (more specifically: the (DyRh)85Ni15 composi-
tion).393 Although its saturation magnetisation is only
l0MS¼ 1.7 T and its Curie temperature only TC¼ 22K,
excluding it from considerations of an FeCo alternative, it is
worth being highlighted for its remarkable softness and for
being one of only two reported cases of parallel RE-TM cou-
pling in an alloy (the second one is discussed in Section
II G 2). There is yet no in-depth investigation of its magnetic
structure and what precisely causes its peculiar behavior.
A second way of combining 3d and 4f ferromagnets has
become available due to progress in thin-film deposition,
allowing otherwise hard-to-alloy elements in novel com-
pounds,394 but also allowing direct RE-TM laminates. The
term “direct” refers to both materials sharing one interface,
without a non-magnetic spacer or anything else separating
them. There are plenty of studies on the magnetic properties
of thin film systems of TMs such as Fe, Ni, Co, and RE met-
als, such as Gd, Dy, Tb, and Ho being stacked in superlatti-
ces.381,395–398 Although the overall magnetic moment played
a minor role in those investigations, there is a clear trend of
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all those systems to share antiparallel coupling of the TM to
the RE, i.e., a saturation magnetisation drop, and no
improvement in the TC. Such as for their alloy counterparts,
many of the resulting RE-TM systems were shown to exhibit
remarkable anisotropies, which makes them suitable candi-
dates for magneto-optical recording which requires thin films
with an out-of-plane easy axis.399,400
Summarising the above, there are no confirmed reports on
a RE-TM/RE-NM alloy or direct laminate where the saturation
magnetisation at room temperature would exceed that of FeCo
or that of Dy at cryogenic temperatures. Secondary properties
of resulting FIM, AFM, or metamagnetic materials, apart from
low overall saturation magnetisation, are low permeability and
often high coercivity—which are responsible for the success of
strong permanent magnets such as SmCo5 or FeNdB—but
which are unsuitable for write pole applications. A possible
way to avoid completely antiparallel coupling in an alloy
might be to employ extra “spacers” in a compound (small in-
terstitial atoms which impact on the unit cell size and crystal
structure), such as H2, B, P, C, N2 or perhaps some of the light
REs to achieve a parallel magnetic coupling between two FM
sublattices (in analogy to the case of ferrite and austenite steel
which, while sharing the same chemical composition, order FM
and PM, respectively, due to the formation of a- and c-Fe sub-
lattices). However, both, TMs and REs on their own, were
shown to react extremely sensitive to changes in their intera-
tomic spacing or electronic structure, which makes the outcome
of such ternary compounds rather unpredictable. And for lami-
nates, certain ML-thin spacing layers were proposed to mediate
FM coupling. Candidates for both options, IEs in an alloy and a
spacing layer in a laminate, will be discussed in this section.
2. RE-Mn
A study on arc-melted RE6Mn23 alloys by DeSavage
et al.401 reported increased magnetic moments for Gd in
Gd6Mn23 complex alloys at room temperature. Gd played an
outstanding role in the alloy series, for every other RE under
investigation clearly coupled antiparallel to the Mn resulting
in reduced moments as reported before by Hubbard et al.402
The observed moment gain of RE6Mn23 was explained by
FM coupling of the exited spin state of Gd to the Mn spin.
The moment of each Gd atom was determined to be
m¼ 8.6 lB/Gd atom, see Fig. 25(a), which corresponds to
m¼ 54.7 lB/Gd6Mn23 unit cell.403 This is equivalent to a
rather modest saturation magnetisation of only l0MS¼ 0.3 T
for the entire alloy.
A subsequent study on the RE-Mn alloys of various
compositions by Kirchmayr and Steiner404 confirmed a
moment increase for Gd in Gd6Mn23, which again was
explained as an FM coupling of the RE to the Mn.405 The
Curie point was found to be well above room temperature
with TC¼ 489K, see Fig. 25(b). A fundamental assumption
in all studies was an unchanged moment for Mn of
m¼ 0.4 lB/Mn atom, derived from the Lu6Mn23 alloy,401
which lacked further experimental evidence and was contra-
dicted in a recent study by Zhang.406
Following up on doubts regarding the FM coupling
of Gd and Mn in Gd6Mn23, as outlined and corroborated
by polarised-neutrons experiments in a 1979 study by
Delapalme et al.,407 a more recent and particularly compre-
hensive study by Lemoine403 also suggests FIM ordering,
which appears much more reasonable giving the normally
antiparallel coupling of heavy RE metals and Mn. This study
also highlights the much higher magnetic moment per unit
cell for Ho6Mn23, compared to Gd6Mn23, which is
m¼ 64.4 lB/unit cell and comes at the expense of a slightly
reduced temperature for the point of magnetic transition,
TC¼ 445K, as illustrated in Table II. Owing its outstanding
magnetic structure among RE-TM alloys, the GdMn system
might still be a good starting point for the creation of a high-
moment alloy making additional use of interstitial atoms
such as in GdMnP, which will be discussed in Section II G 3.
3. RE/IE/TM and RE/Cr/TM systems
In 2006, Zoto and Mankey408 suggested to couple Ni
and Gd parallel in a trilayer stack via a mediating spacer
from Pd. Expecting RKKY coupling, they altered the Pd
spacer layer thickness (0.5 nm< tPd< 2.5 nm) to achieve a
desirable exchange constant J RKKY promoting FM coupling
of the Gd and the Ni. However, they only observed
AFM coupling and hence moment reduction for Pd layer
thicknesses of tPd< 2.5 nm, and no coupling at all for
tPd> 2.5 nm.
FIG. 24. Curie temperature (left scale) and magnetic moment of the RE
(right scale) dependence on the Pd content of (a) GdPd and (b) DyPd alloys.
Graphs (a) and (b) are reprinted with translated scales from Loebich, Jr. and
Raub, J. Less-Common Met. 31, 111 (1973). Copyright 1973 Elsevier.387
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But the idea of using an intermediate atom to promote
an effective FM exchange coupling between the RE and the
TM that can stabilise the RE moment to yield technologi-
cally relevant Curie temperatures and capitalise on the large
RE moments was subsequently pursued by several groups.
The mediators should in addition to stabilizing the RE
moment also ideally have a net moment aligned FM with the
TM and the RE, or at least a very small moment if aligned
AFM, and cause a negligible volume expansion of the unit
cell. Possible mediators that can provide such a coupling
include antiferromagnets, such as Cr and Mn, and IEs, such
as N and P.
In a 2010 density functional theory study, Sanyal
et al.409 explored possible FM coupling of the TM and the
RE via a Cr mediator, which couples AFM to both magnetic
materials as illustrated in Fig. 26(a), and predicted large satu-
ration magnetisations of the resulting stack as shown in Fig.
26(b). Suggested TMs (due to their already large moment
and high Curie temperature) were Fe and FeCo; and Tb, Gd,
and Dy were proposed as their RE counterparts. The impor-
tance of growing the right crystal structure was highlighted,
particularly concerning the Cr layer:410 only if Cr grows in a
phase which allows a layer-wide collinear magnetic ordering
of all atoms, it can work as an effective mediator between
the adjacent Fe and Gd—thus promoting full FM coupling.
Converting the magnetic moment per atom values into
magnetisation polarisation (using experimentally confirmed
values rather than those from Hund’s rule and assuming
single-crystal structure) gives the saturation magnetisations
TABLE II. Overview of structural and magnetic properties of RE6Mn23
alloys as reported by Lemoine.403
Unit cell Trans. Saturation
volume Density temp. moment l0MS
Composition [A˚3] [g cm–3] [K] [lB fu
–1] [T]
Y6Mn23 1931.2 6.18 505 13.3 0.08
Nd6Mn23 2039.7 6.93 441 16.1 0.09
Sm6Mn23 1997.5 7.20 456 11.3 0.07
Gd6Mn23 1968.6 7.45 489 54.7 0.32
Tb6Mn23 1928.9 7.63 457 49.6 0.30
Dy6Mn23 1906.2 7.80 447 58.1 0.36
Ho6Mn23 1887.8 7.93 445 64.4 0.40
Er6Mn23 1867.2 8.07 430 50.7 0.32
Tm6Mn23 1844.1 8.20 441 35.6 0.23
Lu6Mn23 1813.2 8.47 398 11.2 0.07
FIG. 26. (a) Conceptual sketch of how to achieve FM coupling between
TMs and REs via a Cr spacer. (b) Predicted moment values for each ML of
magnetic material in a RE/Cr/Fe trilayer stack according to density func-
tional calculations. RE moment values are a superposition of calculated spin
moments and atomic moments derived from Hund’s rule. Graphs (a) and (b)
are reprinted with permission from Sanyal et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 104,
156402 (2010). Copyright 2010 the American Physical Society.409
FIG. 25. (a) The magnetic moment per atom values of Gd6Mn23 as initially
reported by DeSavage et al. in 1965. (b) Magnetic moments and Curie tempera-
tures as reported in a subsequent study on GdX Mn1$X and GdX Fe1$X by
Kirchmayr and Steiner in 1971. Note, in both graphs the magnetic moment val-
ues are only given for the RE atoms. Graph (a) is reprinted with permission
from J. Appl. Phys. 36, 992 (1965). Copyright 1965 AIP Publishing LLC.401
Graph (b) is reprinted with permission from Kirchmayr and Steiner, J. Phys.
Colloq. 32, 665 (1971). Copyright 1971 EDP Sciences.404
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listed in Table III. In addition to the already suggested heavy
RE metals, the Dy50Gd50 alloy was added. As apparent from
Table III, a desirably high saturation magnetisation can only
be achieved with RE metals having a higher moment than
Gd, such as Tb or Dy, preferably with Fe70Co30 being the
TM. Since one ML of Cr always couples antiparallel to the
remaining stack and its magnetic moment is a loss, only for
thinnest Cr layers and high RE content reasonable magnet-
isation can be achieved.
Freeman and collaborators investigated Gd-N-Fe sys-
tems using all-electron density functional theory calculations
including spin and orbital magnetic moments, as well as lat-
tice relaxation. Starting with an FeN in a NaCl structure with
AFM ordering, they replaced a central Fe atom in the cubic
unit cell with Gd. This gave rise to a FM structure with a
moment of 3.13 lB per Fe atom but with a total magnetisa-
tion density corresponding to only 2.27 T. They subsequently
investigated GdN-Fe superlattices with one or two Gd-N
planes (NaCl structure) inserted into BCC Fe (see Fig. 27).
However, it was found that these structures tend to be overall
AFM. A couple of structures did exhibit a net FM magnetisa-
tion but with magnetisation densities below 2.10 T/l0.
Plenty more high-moment RE-TM combinations can be
imagined, making use of a variety of IEs. A good starting
point for considerations of such systems is MnP2. This
compound crystallises in a hexagonal structure412 with two
dissimilar Mn-sites, one with a small (#0.15lB) spin moment
and the other with a much larger spin moment, about 2.78lB,
but the smaller P atoms promote an AFM coupling between
the Mn atoms.413 One can substitute Fe for Mn and obtain a
hexagonal FM structure where the two Fe sites have spin
moments of 0.83 and 2.19lB, respectively. While the satura-
tion magnetisation density is not very high for FeP2 (corre-
sponding to about only 1.03 T), the MnP2 and FeP2
compounds nevertheless bring up the idea of using P as some
interstitial “glue” between TM or RE atoms in more complex
structures, where the RE couples similar to the IE.414 Model
calculations of FeCoP, MnCoP, and MnFeP by Freeman and
Heinonen411 showed that the Mn atoms could attain a large
spin moment, up to 3.00lB in MnFeP, but the moment reduc-
tion at the other TM site led to a low overall saturation mag-
netisation density (no more than 1.30 T). One might try
alleviate that loss of moment by replacing this TM with a
high-moment RE. Indeed, initial tight-binding calculations411
indicated that GdMnP could attain a saturation magnetisation
density of l0MS¼ 2.73 T exceeding the maximum on the
Slater-Pauling curve, with spin moments of 6.60 and 1.90lB
on the Gd and Mn sites, respectively. However, the tight-
binding calculations did not include volume expansion—such
expansions typically take place when a large RE is inserted
into some other host lattice, with the result that the net mag-
netisation density decreases substantially due to the volume
expansion, while atomic spin and orbital moments can remain
high. Indeed, structural optimisation using more sophisticated
density functional-based methods resulted in a volume expan-
sion of about 50% relative to the MnP2 mother compound
with a net (spin) magnetisation of no more than
l0MS¼ 2.23 T.
From all possible RE-TM systems which rely on media-
ting atoms, so far only MBE-grown Gd/Cr/Fe409,410,415 and
TABLE III. Predicted saturation magnetisation values for FM coupling
between a TM and a RE, mediated by an AFM Cr spacer (based on density
functional calculations by Sanyal et al.409). Magnetic moments and atomic
densities of the bulk equilibrium phases are assumed (in contrast to the origi-
nal study in which atomic moments were derived via Hund’s rule and hence
tend to be rather large). Bold numbers indicate stack compositions with satu-
ration magnetisation larger than the Slater-Pauling limit of l0MS¼ 2.45 T.
1ML RE 3ML RE 3ML RE 3ML RE
l0MS/T 3ML Cr 5ML Cr 3ML Cr 3ML Cr
5ML TM 7ML TM 5ML TM 7ML TM
Gd/Cr/Fe 1.58 1.71 1.89 1.93
Gd/Cr/Fe2Co 1.71 1.81 1.98 2.04
DyGd/Cr/Fe 1.70 1.91 2.15 2.15
DyGd/Cr/Fe2Co 1.83 2.01 2.24 2.26
Tb/Cr/Fe 1.75 2.00 2.26 2.25
Tb/Cr/Fe2Co 1.88 2.10 2.36 2.37
Dy/Cr/Fe 1.82 2.12 2.42 2.39
Dy/Cr/Fe2Co 1.96 2.23 2.52 2.51
1ML RE 1ML RE 3ML RE 3ML RE
l0MS/T 1ML Cr 1ML Cr 1ML Cr 1ML Cr
5ML TM 7ML TM 7ML TM 5ML TM
Gd/Cr/Fe 1.97 2.01 2.20 2.21
Gd/Cr/Fe2Co 2.14 2.19 2.33 2.31
DyGd/Cr/Fe 2.12 2.13 2.46 2.50
DyGd/Cr/Fe2Co 2.29 2.31 2.59 2.61
Tb/Cr/Fe 2.19 2.19 2.58 2.64
Tb/Cr/Fe2Co 2.35 2.37 2.71 2.75
Dy/Cr/Fe 2.28 2.26 2.74 2.83
Dy/Cr/Fe2Co 2.45 2.44 2.87 2.94
FIG. 27. Gd-N-Fe structures investigated by Freeman and co-workers411
obtained by inserting Gd-N layers into a BCC Fe structure. The structures in
(a) and (b) were found to be FM but with total magnetisation densities of
only l0M
ðaÞ
S ¼ 2:09T and l0MðbÞS ¼ 2:02T. The numbers indicate the mag-
netic moment on each atom in units of lB.
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plasma-sputter-deposited Gd/Cr/FeCo351 have been investi-
gated experimentally for their high-moment potential.
Although FM coupling between those Gd and Fe MLs adja-
cent to the Cr spacer was proven by XMCD measure-
ments410 (shown in Fig. 28(a) in a comparison to an Fe/Gd
bilayer), no high saturation magnetisation has been reported
yet [see Fig. 29(a)]. XMCD measurements suggest there is
an increase in the Curie temperature of those Gd MLs adja-
cent to the Cr spacer [see Fig. 28(b)], but there is no direct
evidence so far. One reason for the reduced overall stack
saturation magnetisation was the formation of FCC Gd for
sputter-deposited films which suffers from reduced magnet-
isation351 [see Fig. 29(b)]. A second reason might be the cou-
pling behaviour of the RE to its adjacent capping or seed
layer which has not been accounted for in the theoretical
model. In a realistic system, the RE is not exposed to vac-
uum and requires protection from atmospheric O2 to prevent
immediate oxidisation. Another general problem was the
comparatively large thickness of the magnetic layers, which
did not permit complete AFM coupling of the FM material
to the Cr spacer, hence not fully mediating FM coupling
between the RE and the TM and thus reducing the overall
magnetisation of the stack.
The magnetic moments assumed for each layer are also
open for debate. There are a number of reports on reduced
Fe and Gd moments at Cr interfaces415 and, even worse, Cr
was reported to have an increased moment at Fe interfa-
ces,416–418 which would be a severe loss to the total
magnetisation. An alternative material, serving the same pur-
pose of FM coupling of REs and TMs by acting as an AFM
mediator, could be Mn. It is known to couple antiparallel to
other TMs such as Fe (see Section II D) and REs such as Gd
(see Section II G 2). Beyond pure AFM mediators there is
also the possibility to use alloys with similar magnetic prop-
erties, but perhaps more suitable crystal structure to achieve
epitaxial match. Given the limitation of only up to three
monolayers of spacer material in the stack for optimal cou-
pling, a Cr or Mn alloy could be chosen which additionally
promotes improved texture of the following magnetic
material.
It is worth noting that Cr does not necessarily couple
fully AFM to all heavy RE metals; however experimental
evidence indicates AFM coupling for Gd/Cr bilayers419 and
multilayers.420 Furthermore, there are sporadic reports of
AFM coupling of the surface layer of Gd (and Tb) to the
bulk—with a similar number of studies reporting FM cou-
pling.421 Nevertheless, this phenomenon might explain the
generally low magnetisation of Re/Cr/TM trilayer stacks:
even though there is clearly antiparallel coupling of Gd and
Cr at the interface (and thus effectively parallel coupling of
the interface Gd layer to the Fe film), the bulk of the Gd film
couples antiparallel to the Fe (or FeCo) film.
FIG. 28. (a) XMCD measurements showing the FM coupling of Gd and Fe in
a Gd/Cr/Fe trilayer compared with an AFM coupling in a Gd/Fe bilayer. (b)
Temperature dependent XMCD scans suggesting increased Curie temperature
for Gd in Gd/Cr/Fe assuming a higher T?C for well-coupled Gd adjacent to the
Cr and bulk TC for the remaining Gd layer. Graphs (a) and (b) are reprinted
with permission from Sanyal et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 104, 156402 (2010).
Copyright 2010 the American Physical Society.409
FIG. 29. (a) In-plane saturation magnetisation measurements of sputter-
deposited Gd/Cr/FeCo trilayers. (b) Based on the findings of a considerable
FCC phase with reduced magnetic moment at the seed interface of the Gd, the
effective magnetic moment of an as-deposited 50 nm thick Gd film was effec-
tively corrected for. Graphs (a) and (b) are reprinted with permission from
Appl. Phys. Lett. 102, 092403 (2013). Copyright 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.351
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4. Summary: Combined RE-TM systems
So far, there is no confirmed report of a magnetic
moment, and hence saturation magnetisation gain for a com-
bined RE-TM system. Coey35 summarised the theoretical
understanding, which supports observations on alloy systems
that have been investigated so far: “Exchange coupling
between atoms with d shells that are more than half full with
atoms whose d shell is less than half full is antiferromag-
netic. The rare-earths in this context should be considered as
light d elements because (of) their atomic configuration (…).
There is, therefore, antiparallel coupling of the spin moments
of the ferromagnetic 3 d elements T¼ Fe, Co, and Ni, and
the spin moment of a rare-earth metal. (…) This leads to
antiparallel coupling of the atomic moments in R-T alloys
with R¼Gd-Yb.” RE-Mn alloys, thought to couple FM in
RE6Mn23, are in fact FIM. The RE-Mn system stabilised by
small IEs might be worth exploring, starting from the
GdMnP compound with a predicted best-case magnetisation
of l0MS¼ 2.73 T.
Experimental results on RE/Cr/TM ultrathin trilayer
stacks have not shown any moment improvement either.
However, first experimental investigations in the Gd/Cr/Fe
system showed clear indication of parallel coupling of the
RE and the TM in proximity to the Cr spacing layer, which
is a promising starting point for further research. A theoreti-
cal study on the magnetic properties of a RE-Cr-TM alloy
would offer insight, whether or not the idea of using Cr (or
Mn) as a mediator for FM coupling could also work in a
ternary alloy.
H. A remark on TM and RE clusters and nanoparticles
The behaviour of TM clusters and nanoparticles is
best depicted at the example of Fe. Similar to reduced-
dimension ultrathin films of Fe, theory also predicts a
moment increase and TC decrease for nanoparticles and free
clusters of Fe422–424 and FeCo.425 Numerous experimental
studies have confirmed those predictions for free clusters and
nanogranular compounds,426–429 and also clusters embedded
in NM matrices were shown to have increased magnetic
moments.426,430,431 On the contrary, there are also reports of
TM nanoparticles with reduced moment, possibly as a result
of oxidation.432–435
For RE metals, certain MLs in surface proximity were
predicted to have increased moments436 which might be har-
nessed in clusters. There is literally no literature available on
the saturation magnetisation of pure RE clusters or nano-
particles, which is primarily due to fabrication and handling
issues resulting from high RE reactivity which gets even
worse for nanostructures with increased surface-to-volume
ratio.437 Review articles by Bucher et al.438 and Bansmann
et al.439 indicate magnetic moments well below bulk values.
An approach to bypass handling problems is to compact
nanoparticles into a tight ensemble in-situ; however, cou-
pling between the grains impacts on the magnetic properties.
Magnetic moments were also found to drop for those nano-
granular compounds—examples are studies on Gd by Yue
et al.440 and on Gd, Dy, Tb by O’Shea and Perera.441 Most
attempts in synthesising pure RE nanoparticles resulted in
crystallites with severe lattice stretch often ordering directly
in the low-moment FCC phase—a phenomenon which is
known as “size-induced structural phase transformation.”442
Therefore, even if corrosion can be avoided, it appears
highly unlikely that free high-moment RE metal nanopar-
ticles can ever be synthesised. An alternative route would be
to embed RE particles in an appropriate matrix or to cover
them in a shell which helps stabilising the equilibrium
high-moment HCP phase. For either scenario, there is no
confirmed report of a moment increase so far, but rather the
opposite as for Gd, Dy, and Tb nanoparticles in a Ti
matrix.441,443
A general problem for all nanostructures is posed by the
conflicting relationship of magnetic moment and the SPM
limit. Smaller particles or clusters do benefit from surface-
enhanced magnetic moments or, in the case of TMs, also
moment enhancement due to a lattice stretch (comparable to
ultrathin films). But smaller particles are also more prone to
thermal instability of their magnetisation. For TMs, only Fe
clusters in an NM matrix were shown to keep their FM state
at higher temperatures, having a less severe moment drop
with increasing temperature. A common problem for all
magnetic nanostructures, but particularly pronounced for RE
metals, is O2 diffusion and resulting degradation of the mag-
netic properties. A very comprehensive review, listing
magnetic moments and transition temperatures of various
nanocluster systems, is given by Bansmann et al.439
III. SUMMARY
The limit for saturation magnetisation of bulk materials
has not changed for decades now: at cryogenic temperatures
pure 4f-based RE metals still hold the lead and at room tem-
perature FeCo sets the unwavering standard. Thin films
(#100 nm layer thickness) were shown to roughly follow
bulk guidelines. However, they often suffer from reduced
magnetisation due to granularity issues444,445 or, as for heavy
RE metals, from strain165 and only keep bulk magnetisation
for epitaxial films of equal crystal structure. Ultrathin films
(t< 2.5 nm) of TMs benefit from surface-enhanced magnetic
moments or the stabilisation of an otherwise metastable crys-
tal structure; however, their easy axis direction often moves
out-of-plane due to the growing influence of surface anisot-
ropy. In general, the magnetic moment of TM atoms is maxi-
mal if they are isolated and therefore the magnetic moment
in a crystal increases if the nearest-neighbour distance is
increased. This can be achieved for instance by a lattice
stretch of an Fe crystallite,431 effectively turning the Fe into
a high-moment strong ferromagnet. But this stretch has, of
course, its limits for applications which require large satura-
tion magnetisation, i.e., a large magnetic moment per unit
volume. Ultrathin films of RE metals seem to keep their high
bulk moment at cryogenic temperatures, given epitaxial
layer quality. But on most substrates ultrathin RE metals
order FCC with a significantly stretched lattice compared to
the equilibrium HCP phase,348 with drastically smaller mag-
netic moment and saturation magnetisation than for single-
crystal specimen.165 Magnetically dead layers at interfaces
due to hybridisation are a problem particularly in laminates
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for TMs and REs alike, however much more challenging for
the latter since practically no moment conserving substrate
or universal seedlayer material is known.
All high-saturation-magnetisation candidates listed in
this review can be classified into the six most relevant cate-
gories below, whereas the standard was set to be bulk
Fe65–70Co35–30 with l0MS¼ 2.45 T. Confirmed materials
have a broad literature base and were repeatedly shown to
have their large saturation magnetisation. Potential material
systems were either only theoretically predicted, their high
moment was only reported in isolated studies or there are
conflicting moment values. Unsuitable materials cannot be
used for write pole tips or similar applications which require
large saturation magnetisations. The classification bulk
includes thin films of thickness >50 nm (although their mag-
netisation is mostly a bit less than the bulk due to finite size
effects).
1. Confirmed—bulk, room temperature
• Fe65–70Co35–30 (l0MS¼ 2.45 T)
2. Potential—bulk, room temperature
• Fe16N2 [l0MS¼ 2.9 T; although experimental reports
so far indicate only l0MS# 2.3 T (Ref. 32)]
• (Fe70Co30)98.96Pd1.04 (l0MS¼ 2.49 T)
• TM-X-RE alloys (X¼Cr, Mn, IE); e.g., GdMnP
(l0MS, 2.73 T)
3. Confirmed—bulk, cryogenic temperatures
• Ho (l0MS¼ 3.87 T)
• Dy (l0MS¼ 3.82 T)
• Tb (l0MS¼ 3.40 T)
• Gd (l0MS¼ 2.66 T)
4. Potential—ultrathin films, cryogenic temperatures
• Fe/NM (NM¼Au, Ag) (l0MS¼ 2.6 T)
• Fe/Pd (l0MS¼ 2.7 T)
• Fe16N2 (l0MS¼ 3.2 T)
• Ho, Dy, Tb, Gd (if unstrained and of epitaxial qual-
ity—high moment only for HCP equilibrium phase)
• TM/X/RE trilayers (X¼Cr, Mn, IE); e.g., 3ML Dy/
1ML Cr/5ML Fe70Co30 (l0MS¼ 2.94 T)
5. Potential—ultrathin films, room temperature
• C/Fe70Co30/Au trilayers (l0MS¼ 2.70 T)
• Fe70Co30/Pd as in laminates (l0MS¼ 2.57 T)
• Fe16N2 (l0MS¼ 2.9 T)
• TM/X/RE trilayers (X¼Cr, Mn, IE); e.g., 3ML Dy/
1ML Cr/5ML Fe70Co30 (l0MS< 2.94 T)
6. Unsuitable
• Fe-NM (NM¼Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, Rh) and FeSc alloys
• MnFe binary alloys
• RE-TM binary alloys (including RE-Mn alloys)
• RE-NM (NM¼Au, Ag, Pt, Pd, Rh) and RE-Sc alloys
• direct RE-TM laminates
• Gd/W laminates
• Gd-GaN compounds
In general, high saturation magnetisation comes at the
expense of softness as well as initial permeability—both of
which are of pivotal importance for solenoid pole pieces
operating at high frequencies. This might be referred to as
the classic “dilemma” of soft magnetic materials (in refer-
ence to the trilemma of PMR). This trend does not
exclusively apply to 3d TMs, whose coercivity increases
with increasing saturation magnetisation while the initial
permeability decreases, which is shown in Figs. 30(a) and
30(b), respectively.
But a similar tendency can also be observed for elemen-
tal RE metals: those with high saturation magnetisation are
also the hardest and suffer from lowest initial permeability,
as depicted in Fig. 31 at the examples of Gd, Tb, and Dy thin
films. A main contributor to RE coercivity, however, comes
from polycrystalline ordering and the coercivity of single
crystals of Gd, Tb, and Dy (measured in the easy-axis direc-
tion) is at least one order of magnitude smaller than the here
presented thin films.327,447 Continually improving the layer
quality, to single-crystal level if possible, will hence likely
directly lead to a further reduction of the coercivity.165
Softness of hard high-moment RE metals such as Dy can
also be improved by adding small quantities of other RE
metals with favourable crystal anisotropy, or using those as
seed materials, but this comes at the expense of magnetic
moment. This is also in analogy to the TM case: Fe65Co35
can be softened by adding Ni or seeding it with permalloy,
but the saturation magnetisation is reduced [see Fig. 6(a)].
When pursuing a general increase in the magnetic
moment of TMs, not necessarily aiming for large saturation,
the neighbours of choice are NMs, particularly Pd. This
holds true for magnetic TMs diluted not only in an alloy but
also in the thin-film stacks. For REs, only other RE metals
(or quasi-REs) with very similar electronic structure assure
moment conservation, such as in the case of Y and Gd. Fe
and Fe-rich compounds show no signs of a deteriorating
magnetic moment in proximity to GaAs, which makes it a
useful substrate for high-moment applications.
Utilising the moment increase of FM materials at lower
temperatures by actively cooling the pole tip is limited to
macroscopic devices: there is no viable cooling method
available at the present time for their micro- or nanoscale
counterparts as in HDD write heads.
IV. OUTLOOK
It is a most remarkable curiosity that, even after more
than a century of research and device miniaturisation pene-
trating the nanoregime, FeCo alloys are still the number one
choice for pole pieces in electromagnets operating at room
temperature such as in HDD write heads. The unrivalled sat-
uration magnetisation of bulk Fe65–70Co35–30, in conjunction
with secondary magnetic properties like softness, high initial
permeability, as well as crystal anisotropy and magnetostric-
tion which can be comfortably tuned by alloying or multi-
layering, makes it the champion among a huge variety of
high-moment material candidates.
Thin films of a00 Fe16N2 have shown their potential to
replace Fe2Co considering their saturation magnetisation,
however only MBE-synthesis succeeded, which is unsuitable
for large-scale industrial fabrication, and the a00 phase was
reported to decompose dangerously close to room tempera-
ture. In addition, the delicate a00 phase has comparatively
large anisotropy, which will pose a serious challenge for
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GHz operating frequency applications, if it can be reliably
synthesised and integrated in a recording head at all.
With increasing miniaturisation and write poles shrink-
ing, there is a growing and justified interest in epitaxially
grown ultrathin film systems with a thickness below
tc¼ 2.5 nm. Those hold the potential for cracking the Slater-
Pauling limit by resorting to interface-improved magnetic
moments (Fe/NM, FeCo/Pd), tailored metastable crystal
structures (FeCo, a00 Fe16N2) or FM coupling of TMs and
REs via ML-thin AFM spacers such as in Dy/Cr/Fe70Co30 or
Tb/Cr/Fe70Co30 (of the general group of RE/Cr/TM). There
is large ambiguity about the magnetisation vs. temperature
profile of these ultrathin films as well as their magnetic ani-
sotropy and saturation behaviour and more research needs to
be done to identify points of magnetic transition. So far, only
Fe70Co30 ultrathin films, Fe70Co30/Pd laminates, and Fe16N2
seem to exhibit their large saturation at room temperature,
but the number of experimental studies is very limited and
reported moment gains are often well within the uncertainty
range—or contradicted by different studies. Due to the small
sample volume and difficult indirect structural analysis,
determining the actual saturation magnetisation of ultrathin
films still poses a serious challenge. Although the idea to
search for a material with large magnetisation within the
larger group of Heusler alloys is voiced occasionally, a huge
base of experimental results as well as theoretical under-
standing so far strongly argue against this concept.
Replacing the FeCo write pole tip with a RE metal such
as Gd, Tb, Dy and their alloys is indeed an alternative route
to bypass the Slater-Pauling limit, given sufficient corrosion
protection and cooling. However, experimental results on the
magnetisation behaviour of RE films with thickness in the
relevant range, which show polycrystalline ordering, raise
concerns about their softness, which is a requirement for
write pole application to assure a quick writing process.
Although in principle useful considering their saturation
magnetisation at cryogenic temperatures (see Fig. 21), these
films exceed the magnetisation of much softer FeCo alloys
only for large applied fields of l0H> 2 T (at T ! 0K),
beyond the reach of Cu-based solenoids even when employ-
ing a tiered flux concentrator, which limits their applicability
to superconducting solenoids. It was suggested to alloy ele-
mental RE metals with other REs to compensate the aniso-
tropies of different crystallites and hence to acquire a softer
material, such as in HoSm or DyEr. This approach has to be
pursued with caution since some (polycrystalline) inter-RE
alloys with promising thermo-magnetic profiles, such as DyTb,
were reported to have huge magnetostriction. In a pole tip sce-
nario, this might have a drastically negative effect on the write
field gradient (worse than in the case of TMs) and would thus
become an additional severe obstacle for application in thin-
film solenoids. The synthesis and analysis of single-crystal
quality epitaxial thin films of (elemental) RE metals could
shed some light on possible further use as write pole tips, since
these films are expected to be much softer and hence to
actually saturate in moderate applied fields.
More exotic candidates to crack the Slater-Pauling limit
are among the RE-TM alloys. Due to the AFM coupling
FIG. 30. The classic “dilemma” of soft
magnetic materials: high saturation
magnetisation of reasonably soft TMs is
concomitant with (a) large coercivity
HC and (b) low initial permeability li.
Graph (a) from Frontiers of
Engineering: Reports on Leading-Edge
Engineering. Copyright 2013 National
Academy of Science. Reprinted with
permission from National Academies
Press.318 Graph (b) from Herzer,
Handbook of Magnetic Materials.
Copyright 1997 Elsevier. Reprinted
with permission from Elsevier.446
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of RE metals and TMs, if in direct contact, IEs might be a
solution to adjust the interatomic spacing accordingly (RE-
IE-TM), for instance in GdMnP. Going a step further and
creating ternary alloys using mediating elements such as Cr,
Mn, or their respective alloys, which are know to couple
AFM to heavy RE metals and FeCo, might also result in a
high-moment material with large operating temperature.
However, the suggested three-component materials lack any
experimental evidence.
In the context of HAMR technology, magnetic proper-
ties of the pole piece material, which are considered less
important than saturation moment for conventional PMR
systems, might be of relevance again. The requirement of
precise switching in the Hopkinson peak of the recording
medium can best be served by write pole materials which
have a large Curie temperature, are soft and have large initial
permeability. Elemental RE metals, however, are hardly suit-
able, since they are highly temperature sensitive and also
comparatively hard. Among the TMs previous pole piece
materials might again be of interest, not only for their much
higher initial permeability but also for better corrosion resist-
ance at higher temperatures and lower magnetostriction com-
pared to pure Fe65–70Co30–35.
The following list gives some examples of soft amor-
phous or nanocrystalline TM alloys and compounds which
might serve as HAMR pole-piece materials, having suffi-
ciently large TC> 700K and thermal stability:
1,446,448
• permalloy (Ni80Fe20)
449 or supermalloy (Ni78Fe17Mo5,
98
l0MS# 0.7 T)
• permalloy-FeCoN laminates143 (l0MS# 2.4 T)
• FeCo:Ni450 or FeCo:Pd56 (l0MS# 2.4 T)
• hitperm [(Fe70Co30)88Zr7B4Cu1,
451,452 l0MS¼ 1.9 T]
• metglas (Fe67Co18B14Si1,
98 l0MS¼ 1.8 T)
• Fe50Co50 (softened by IE such as in Co40Fe40B20–SiO2,
453
l0MS¼ 2.4 T)
• sendust [Fe85Si9Al6, l0MS¼ 1.0 T (Ref. 2)]
• FeAlN (e.g., in laminates with Al2O3,
454 l0MS# 1.9 T)
• finemet (Fe73.5Si13.5Nb3B9Cu1,
98 l0MS# 1.3 T)
• CoZr alloys (e.g., CoZrTa softened by laminating
with SiO2,
455 and CoNbZr softened by Tb-doping,456
l0MS# 1.4 T)
It is important to highlight that actual device integration
requires thin films—and particularly nanostructures—being
fabricated in sufficient quality (i.e., purity, smoothness, crys-
tallinity, long-term stability, and compatibility to adjacent
materials). This needs to be evaluated for any potential
Fe65–70Co30–35 alternative individually. The impact of minia-
turisation (down to the nanometre regime) on the magnetic
properties is not a trivial prediction and becomes even more
difficult for GHz operation and faster.
Although not the main concern of this review, we hope
to raise interest in some of the more exotic and perhaps not
immediately applicable material systems we introduced. For
instance new SC–TM combinations, i.e., a SC seed material
tailored to conserve the moment of Ni or Co rather than Fe,
resorting to group III-V combinations other than GaAs,
InAs, and GaP or perhaps candidates drawn from the II-II-V
or II-VI pool—currently of great interest for diluted mag-
netic SCs for spintronic applications.457 A deeper under-
standing of the Gd-GaN and similar material systems might
pave the way for more targeted research on (group III-V)
SCs as substrates for conserving or even increasing the mag-
netic moment of RE metals such as Tb or Dy, for whom suit-
able seed layer combinations are still unknown. And
understanding the origin of softness and what seems to be
FM coupling in DyRhNi might help to identify new solutions
for achieving parallel RE-TM coupling in alloys or
laminates.
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